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Preface

The need to archive information is on the rise, driven by content and data growth, regulatory compliance, legal discovery, and data protection requirements. The IBM® Smart Archive strategy is a comprehensive, unified, and integrated archive strategy that combines IBM software, systems, and service capabilities that are designed to help organizations extract value and to gain new intelligence from information by collecting, organizing, analyzing, and using that information.

IBM Enterprise Content Management (ECM) products and offerings combined with the IBM Information Archive device provides the type of end-to-end Smart Archive solution that is a critical component of the IBM Smart Archive strategy.

This IBM Redpaper™ publication focuses on the benefit and technical details of the integration of ECM products and offering with the Information Archive device. We explain the need and concept behind the IBM Smart Archive strategy, provide an overview of the Information Archive device and ECM products and offerings, and discuss how integrating them can benefit an organization. The technical details that we provide include integrating the Information Archive device with the following ECM products and offerings:

- IBM FileNet® P8
- IBM Content Manager
- IBM Content Manager OnDemand

The Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery solution comes with the preintegrated and preconfigured Information Archive device and the preinstalled ECM software.

The paper introduces technical sales people and IT specialists to the IBM Smart Archive strategy and the integration of Information Archive and ECM products and offerings. At the same time, it provides IT specialists specific guidance about performing the integrations.
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End-to-end Smart Archive solutions with the IBM Smart Archive strategy

The IBM Smart Archive strategy is a comprehensive, unified, integrated, and information-aware archive strategy. Many IBM solutions, services, and offerings are available that derive from the Smart Archive strategy. The end-to-end Smart Archive solutions that are created by combining the IBM Enterprise Content Management portfolio of software products and offerings with the IBM Information Archive compliance storage hardware offer the most value from the hardware, software, and associated service elements.

This chapter introduces the IBM Smart Archive strategy and the end-to-end Smart Archive solutions that use Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and the Information Archive device. It includes the following topics:

- Executive summary
- The history of archiving
- Archiving compared to backup
- The IBM Smart Archive strategy
- IBM solutions for the Smart Archive strategy
- The Information Archive device and ECM
- Summary
1.1 Executive summary

The need to archive information is on the rise, driven by content and data growth, regulatory compliance, legal discovery, and data protection requirements. With these ever-increasing requirements for long-term retention, organizations are looking for an integrated approach to manage and use information over its lifetime while driving down infrastructure costs and complexity.

The IBM Smart Archive strategy is a comprehensive, unified, and integrated archive strategy. The Smart Archive strategy is not a single product. Instead, it is a comprehensive approach and strategy to archiving. The Smart Archive strategy combines optimization of the archive infrastructure with information awareness, which enables companies to intelligently and systematically know the information that needs to be collected, classified, and archived and provides the capabilities for doing so in a unified manner. These capabilities deliver a total solution with a modular approach, facilitating archiving across multiple content types, repositories, content generators and retention requirements and help companies to maximize the value of their hardware, software, and services.

The Information Archive device provides the hardware along with the archive and retention software for securely storing retention-managed information for long terms. ECM provides a complete set of products and offerings for collecting, assessing, classifying, analyzing, archiving, and managing information over its life cycle. The ECM portfolio of products and offerings along with the Information Archive device provide an end-to-end Smart Archive solution as part of the IBM Smart Archive strategy. IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery is one such solution. The Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery solution comes with the preintegrated and preconfigured Information Archive device and the preinstalled ECM software.

1.2 The history of archiving

An archive is a place where public or corporate records are kept. Archiving is the act of preserving information, typically for long periods of time, to meet multiple requirements.

1.2.1 Reasons behind archiving

Archiving has been going on for many years, particularly in the physical world. As the volume of electronic information grows ever more rapidly, the need for a strategic approach to archiving becomes imperative.
Reasons for archiving information include:

- Business operational requirement: Certain information is required to remain available over a long period of time. For example, the details of a life insurance policy is required to be kept for a specific period of time, although request for this information might be none or few.
- Corporate governance requirement: An organization might need to retain certain information to meet the governance obligations.
- Regulatory compliance: An organization is subject to multiple regulatory rules which require the preservation and production of records.
- Legal discovery (also known as *eDiscovery* in the U.S., *eDisclosure*, in the U.K., and *litigation and response* in general): Potential litigious situations must be addressed adequately through the ability to find and produce documentary evidence.
- Corporate intelligence: Long-term information, especially those with unstructured content, can be analyzed to discover actionable insight that can help to make better use of systems, improve business processes and operations, or bring new ways of doing business.

### 1.2.2 Archiving technologies

From the early days of tape, numerous technologies have at one time or another been applied to the problem of preserving information for long periods after it is no longer required for day-to-day operations. Such technologies include:

- Tape
- Floppy disk: 8-in, 5.25-in, and 2.5-in
- CD-ROM
- Magneto Optical Disk
- DVD

The storage technology is changing. Ever larger, smaller magnetic disks are the order of the day.

The IBM Information Archive device exploits the latest SATA disk technology to good effect. Combined with a tiered approach to storage management and the ability to mix disk and tape technologies, it provides a unique and unbeatable proposition when it comes to total cost of ownership.
1.3 Archiving compared to backup

It is important to understand the differences between archiving and backup. Although meeting the requirements of both might involve common technology, the business reasons for archiving and backup are distinct and need to be well understood.

1.3.1 Backup

Backup is required in an organization to preserve operational data and to allow the data to be restored in the event of a system failure. Typically, backups are retained and recycled over short periods of time. Multiple versions of a backup are usually kept. The data that is backed up is usually a copy or delta from its original data source in its original location. The backup strategy that any organization adopts is determined by the business operational needs and IT infrastructure of the business.

1.3.2 Archiving

Archiving, by contrast, entails the long-term retention of information, typically after it has completed its active phase of the life cycle. Archiving normally involves moving the data from its operational location to one that has the following characteristics:

- Less expensive
- Less performant
- More secure
- Compliant with regulatory requirements
- Use and reuse of the archived information

Retention and disposition
A key aspect of the archiving of information is how long the information will be retained. Retention periods can be determined according to the factors affecting the different types of data to be archived, including operational requirements, governance, and compliance and legal requirements.

Information retention is important to meet organization's objective and obligations. Equally important to retention is information disposition. Data that should be kept by an organization can be considered and exploited as an asset. Conversely, data that should not be kept in the organization becomes a liability if it is not properly disposed. When planning for archiving, organizations need to address the requirement for both retention and disposal.
Archived information should also be eDiscovery ready, meaning that it should be properly indexed, dynamically available for litigation searches, and be able to accommodate hold requests. When a hold is put on a piece of archived information, it should not be deleted even when the retention period is expired.

1.4 The IBM Smart Archive strategy

Information is growing by volume, variety, and velocity:

- Experts estimate that petabytes of new information is generated daily.
- The majority of new data growth is in unstructured content.
- The amount of information and the speed of its growth has long surpassed storage capacity and is spiraling out of control.

Organizations can no longer keep information forever. Rethinking what information to store and how information infrastructures work is a must.

Many existing stand-alone archiving solutions do not address today’s challenges regarding volume, variety, and velocity information growth. In addition, the existing solutions typically cover only one information type, such as email. However, an organization’s archiving solution should cover all information that needs to be archived. Furthermore, performing search and eDiscovery on existing solutions can be challenging because the existing solutions were not created to accommodate this type of request and need.

Many new archiving solutions in the market today are for a specific hardware or software only. To integrate multiple hardware and software components, often from multiple vendors, without much best practice guidance, the integration can be a challenge.

Another issue that organizations are facing today is that there is no single archiving infrastructure that has the flexibility to meet multiple requirements, resulting in the need to deploy multiple point archiving storage solutions for different requirements. Organizations often must choose one storage environment to meet one regulation or to meet one requirement and then must choose another storage deployment to meet other requirements. Organizations end up with a collection of separate stand-alone infrastructures or storage platforms with no commonality between them.

All of these challenges and issues add cost, risk, and complexity to an archiving solution.
A successful archiving strategy can help organizations:

- Understand what information is housed enterprise-wide to make it easier to know, manage, trust, and use.
- Ensure that important information is properly retained and protected to support compliance efforts and to help reduce risk.
- Reduce costs and complexity while increasing the flexibility of the information infrastructure.

The Smart Archive strategy helps organizations understand the choices in archiving solutions with multiple modular yet integrated solutions that provide choice of management and delivery models based on a common information lifespan and policies. It enables organization to decide how to manage and access the archived information without sacrificing the economies of scale and cost benefits of the organization’s information infrastructure options. Using information-aware devices, organizations can maintain consistency in retention and disposition policies, deduplication, migration, and long-term preservation of information.

The IBM Smart Archive strategy consists of the following elements:

- Optimized and unified ingest (assessment, collection, and classification)
- Flexible and secure infrastructure with unified retention and protection
- Integrated compliance, records management, analytics, and eDiscovery
Figure 1-1 summarizes the IBM Smart Archive strategy.

Optimized and unified content ingest includes the ability to handle a broad spectrum of information types, such as paper, reports, collaborative content, enterprise application data, structured data, documents, email, or images. It enables a deeper understanding of what information to archive through discovery- and analytics-based assessment technologies. It helps eliminate point solution complexity and cost by unifying data and content archiving through common collection (ingest) and classification technologies.

Flexible and secure infrastructure with unified retention and protection supports multiple deliverable models to make cost-optimized retention possible. It is essential to build an infrastructure that allows organizations to easily set and enforce policies, protect the integrity of business records with enhanced security, and support business continuity and resiliency while optimizing and streamlining archiving and storage management. Three models are available:

- The on-premise delivery model is where the archive is deployed on the customer premise.
- The appliance delivery model is an appliance that is preconfigured with the necessary software.
- The service model is where potentially organizations can use IBM Business Partners or IBM Global Services to deliver a flexible and secure infrastructure.
Integrated compliance, records management, analytics, and eDiscovery reduces risk, enables organizations to respond more quickly to legal inquiries, to establish trust, and to use information. It helps to ensure compliance by managing all records throughout their lifespan, regardless of type, media, or storage location, thus helping improve record authenticity, reliability, integrity, and usability. Organizations can also collect, hold, manage, assess, and intelligently cull collected electronic information to lower eDiscovery response costs and to form early case strategies.

The Smart Archive strategy is a comprehensive strategy that helps organizations visualize how to take advantage of IBM’s capabilities to design specific strategic archiving solutions for their unique requirements. The advantage of having a comprehensive strategy is for organizations to start with specific intermediate archiving goals in mind (such as email archiving) and to expand into other archiving areas intelligently that grows in parallel with business archiving needs. Organizations do not have to do all at once. You can start at a point you need, and expand at your own pace.

1.5 IBM solutions for the Smart Archive strategy

IBM has combined some of the leading software, hardware systems, and services to create flexible, information-aware solutions for archiving that can start delivering value almost immediately. Organizations can speed time to value and simplify their environment through multiple modular yet integrated solutions, including a choice of management and delivery models based on common information lifespan and policies.

IBM offers specific solutions that address the following needs:

- Optimized and unified ingest capabilities
  - IBM Content Analytics for Assessment
  - IBM Content Collector family of offerings
  - IBM Classification Module software
  - Datacap
- Flexible and secure infrastructure
  - IBM Enterprise Content Management content repositories
  - IBM Information Archive storage repositories
  - IBM and partner archive services
- Integrated compliance, records management, analytics and eDiscovery
  - IBM Content Analytics for Assessment
  - IBM Content Collector family of offerings
  - IBM Classification Module software
1.6 The Information Archive device and ECM

The Information Archive device is the next-generation information retention solution that is designed as a universal archiving repository for all types of content for midsize to enterprise clients. It provides the hardware along with the archiving and retention software to securely store retention-managed information for long terms. For an overview of the Information Archive device, see Chapter 2, “Introducing the IBM Information Archive device” on page 13.

ECM provides a complete set of products and offerings for collecting, assessing, classifying, analyzing, archiving, and managing information over its life cycle. It also provides a set of products and offering for eDiscovery specific capabilities. For an introduction to all of the ECM products and offerings, see Chapter 3, “Introducing IBM Enterprise Content Management” on page 21.

Combining the Information Archive device with ECM, organizations get the hardware appliance that provides the superior archiving infrastructure and the software products and solutions that provide comprehensive enterprise content management capabilities. Working together, they offer the end-to-end archive and enterprise content management solutions as part of the Smart Archive strategy.

Combining ECM products and offerings with the Information Archive device provides the following features and benefits:

- Ability for organizations to manage their information growth (volume, variety, and velocity) challenge.
- Archiving and retention management of a variety of information types.
- Comprehensive, enterprise-level content management capabilities.
- Advanced classification, content analytics, records management, search, and eDiscovery capabilities.
- Smooth integration of hardware (the Information Archive device) and software (ECM) from one vendor.
- A single archiving infrastructure that has the flexibility to meet multiple requirements.
1.6.1 End-to-end Smart Archive solutions

Combining ECM products and offerings with the Information Archive device enables organizations to create end-to-end Smart Archive solutions that maximize the values of software, hardware, and associated services. For example, a solution can provide the following functions with the associated product offerings:

- Content management using IBM FileNet Content Manager
- Content collection and archiving using IBM Content Collector for Email, IBM Content Collector for File Systems, and IBM Content Collector for SharePoint
- SAP archiving and document enabling using IBM Content Collector for SAP
- Additional enterprise content management functions:
  - Content analytics using IBM Content Analytics.
  - Advanced content classification using IBM Content Classification.
  - Records management using IBM Enterprise Records.
- Physically storing content in IBM Information Archive for compliance with regulations requiring WORM or NENR storage
- Managing, reusing, and searching and discovering of the archived content by using IBM eDiscovery Manager and IBM eDiscovery Analyzer along with the IBM Information Archive device and IBM FileNet Content Manager

For information about content management product and offerings, see 3.2, “Essential ECM” on page 22.

Content collection and archiving, content analytics, advanced content classification, records management, search, and eDiscovery product and offerings are all related to IBM Information Lifecycle Governance (ILG), a comprehensive compliance platform with flexible, integrated solutions that helps companies gain control and manage the life cycle of their information. For more information about ILG related product and offerings and their capabilities, see 3.4, “Information life cycle governance” on page 27.

Currently, as part of the Smart Archive strategy, one solution IBM offers is IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery. This solution is preintegrated, preconfigured, and preinstalled bundle of software, hardware, and implementation services. The solution provides built-in mailbox management and journaling, file systems archiving, and eDiscovery capabilities. For more information about this solution, see Chapter 7, “IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery” on page 131.
1.7 Summary

The IBM Smart Archive strategy is a comprehensive, unified, and integrated archive strategy. There are many products, offerings, and services available to materialize the strategy into deliverable solutions. Combining the Information Archive device with ECM product and offerings is part of the Smart Archive strategy that delivers many of the end-to-end Smart Archive solutions.

This paper focuses on the integration between the Information Archive device and ECM products. The remainder of the chapters in this paper are organized as follows:

► Chapter 2, “Introducing the IBM Information Archive device” on page 13 introduces the IBM Information Archive device.

► Chapter 3, “Introducing IBM Enterprise Content Management” on page 21 provides an overview of the products and offerings from IBM Enterprise Content Management.

► Chapter 4, “Integrating IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device” on page 37 explains the integration of IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device.

► Chapter 5, “Integrating IBM Content Manager with the Information Archive device” on page 71 explains the integration of IBM Content Manager with the Information Archive device.

► Chapter 6, “Integrating IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device” on page 103 explains the integration of IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device.

► Chapter 7, “IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery” on page 131 discusses this preintegrated, preconfigured, and preinstalled solution.
Introducing the IBM Information Archive device

The IBM Information Archive device is the next-generation information-retention solution. It is designed as a universal archiving repository for all types of content to help midsize and enterprise clients reduce cost, manage risk, and address an organization’s total information retention needs. This chapter introduces the IBM Information Archive device and provides a summary of its features and benefits.

This chapter includes the following topics:

- Introduction
- Archiving and retrieving information
- Collections
- Information protection
- Retention policies
- Data encryption
- Disaster recovery protection
- Summary
2.1 Introduction

The IBM Information Archive device is a universal storage repository for all types of content, structured and unstructured, compliant or non-compliant. It is a scalable appliance with a raw capacity that can scale up to 608 TB. It provides extensive capabilities, such as documents deduplication and compression, to maximize its capacity.

The Information Archive device is also a one box appliance (Figure 2-1) that is designed to meet the requirements for long-term managed retention of electronic stored information. It is a simple answer to the complex challenge of how to address the growing burden of information retention.

The Information Archive device offers the following features and benefits:

- Built-in data deduplication and compression features that reduce disk capacity requirements.
- Support of transparent migration of information from disk to tape over the information life cycle through policy-driven, hierarchical storage management capabilities that eliminate the cost of services to migrate archive data to new hardware.
Easy movement of data between storage tiers that reduces the total cost of ownership when moving long-term, less accessed information to lower-cost storage tiers.

Support for up to three separate information repositories (collections) in a single system and three information protection levels per collection that provides flexibility to meet various information retention needs.

Preintegrated and preconfigured that makes scaling easy, that saves time for set up, and that enables adding and removing storage as needed.

A compliant storage repository with non-erasable, non-rewritable (NENR), Write Once Read Many (WORM) data storage protection, and data encryption options.

Single user interface, which enables easy usage and administration.

The Information Archive device is fully integrated archive appliance that addresses the complete information retention needs of midsize and enterprise organizations. The Information Archive device offers intelligent high availability and disaster protection functions, and it supports applications such as IBM Enterprise Content Management (ECM) products with policy harmony.

2.2 Archiving and retrieving information

With the Information Archive device, you can archive and retrieve documents from a wide range of software applications using industry-standard interfaces such as Network File System (NFS). The Information Archive device supports a variant of the IBM System Storage® Archive Manager interface.

With the Information Archive device, users can archive information directly to protected storage from their workstations or file servers, and they can also retrieve information directly from storage. Users can archive information using the System Storage Archive Manager client or using NFS and can retrieve information using System Storage Archive Manager, NFS, or HTTP.

2.3 Collections

To help customers manage information with different retention requirements, the Information Archive device offers up to three collection options within a single system. A *collection* is a logical container that is used to store documents and to define retention and access policies. Storing documents within collections provides the flexibility to assign different levels of protection, access points, and retention policies for different kinds of information. It also allows for information
movement between the Information Archive device’s two storage tiers, according to the collection’s classification.

A collection can be either NFS based or System Storage Archive Manager based. Applications archive data using the NFS or System Storage Archive Manager client.

**NFS collection**
An NAS collection provides standard NFS interfaces, such as NFS and HTTP Read. It allows for different levels of information protection and supports multiple methods for setting retention by policy and application. In addition, it supports automatic deletion of data following data expiration.

**System Storage Archive Manager collection**
A System Storage Archive Manager collection provides a secure retention managed environment. It uses the Tivoli® Storage Manager API or Tivoli Storage Manager Archive Client for archiving. It supports various retention management policies and provides a fully supported integration point to the ECM repositories.

### 2.4 Information protection

The Information Archive device provides three information protection levels for up to three archive collections within a single system. This 3x3 combination provides the flexibility of protection to meet various information retention requirements. With different collections, you can assign customized levels of protection and retention policies for different types of data based on information retention requirements.

The Information Archive device offers the following protection levels:

- Basic
- Intermediate
- Maximum

**Basic level of protection**
This level of protection provides maximum flexibility for managing an organization’s information retention. Documents can be deleted before they expire. Retention periods can be increased and decreased. Documents with an extended retention period due to a retention hold can be deleted. The document protection level can be changed to another level at any time.
Intermediate level of protection
This level of protection provides an intermediate level of flexibility for information retention. With this protection level, the retention periods can be increased and decreased, and documents cannot be deleted until the retention period expires. Documents with an extended retention period due to a retention hold cannot be deleted. The document protection level can be changed to maximum at any time, but it cannot be lowered to the basic level. The collection can never be deleted.

Maximum level of protection
This level of protection provides the least flexibility for information retention but offers maximum protection to meet strict business, legal, or regulatory retention needs. Similar to the intermediate protection level, documents cannot be deleted until the end of their retention period. Those documents with an extended retention period due to a retention hold cannot be deleted. Unlike the intermediate level, document retention periods can only be increased and not decreased. After enabling the maximum protection, you cannot change the protection level to any other level. Similar to the intermediate protection level, the collection with a maximum level of protection can never be deleted.

2.5 Retention policies

The Information Archive device prevents documents from being physically deleted, whether intentionally or by mistake, at the storage level.

To meet various retention demand, the Information Archive device can accept and execute policies that are created by other applications. For example, when integrating with ECM products such as IBM Content Manager or IBM FileNet Content Manager, the retention policies set in these applications can take over and control how the documents are to be retained in the Information Archive system.

The Information Archive device also provides the following retention policies that are customizable based on specific retention requirements:

- Time-based and event-based information retention policies to protect information from intentional or accidental deletion or modifications.
- Retention hold and deletion hold policies to set an indefinite period of retention for a file, such as during legal discovery.
**Time-based retention policy**
For a time-based retention policy, data is retained for a predetermined, fixed length of time (for example, keep all emails for 6 years). During the specified period, emails are not deleted.

**Event-based retention policy**
For an event-based retention policy, the data must be retained until a certain event occurs (for example, keep all customer account records until the account is closed). In this scenario, the account records are kept indefinitely and cannot be deleted until after the account is closed.

**Combination retention policy**
For a combination of a time-based and an event-based policy, the data must be retained for a predetermined, fixed length of time after a certain event occurs (for example, keep all customer account records for 7 years after the account is closed). In this scenario, the account records are kept indefinitely. If the account is closed, during the 7 years after which the account is closed, the account records cannot be deleted.

**Retention hold and deletion hold**
If there is a retention hold or deletion hold on a document due to, for example, a legal discovery, the document cannot be deleted and must be kept indefinitely, regardless of the retention policy that is associated with the document. When the hold is removed, then the retention policy becomes effective again.

### 2.6 Data encryption

The Information Archive device has encryption capabilities that enable companies to increase security for data storage and remote data transmission. The Information Archive device encryption provides enhanced security for businesses using 128-bit AES or 56-bit DES encryption technology. It can manage encryption keys offered with IBM System Storage TS1120 and LTO-4 tape drives.

### 2.7 Disaster recovery protection

The Information Archive device helps to protect data during disasters. The Information Archive device supports Enhanced Remote Mirroring, which enables asynchronous copies of the information (with the support of consistency group) to be maintained on two separate Information Archive devices. When one site is
down, the second Information Archive device from another site still has the data for business operations.

The Information Archive device also provides the capability to use advanced LTO-3 or LTO-4 WORM tape libraries to provide efficient and cost-effective copies of the information, and enables the Information Archive database to support off-site data storage and recovery in the event of a failure or the need to relocate to an alternate facility.

2.8 Summary

Organizations are challenged with managing ever increasing volumes of information, while delivering a flexible and cost effective storage infrastructure. The IBM Information Archive device helps to meet these challenges with a fully integrated IBM hardware and software solution that can be configured to meet multiple diverse storage requirements and that can be integrated with donor applications using open interfaces.

This paper focuses on the integration between the Information Archive device and ECM products. The remainder of the chapters are organized as follows:

► Chapter 3, “Introducing IBM Enterprise Content Management” on page 21 provides an overview of the products and offerings from IBM Enterprise Content Management.

► Chapter 4, “Integrating IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device” on page 37 explains the integration of IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device.

► Chapter 5, “Integrating IBM Content Manager with the Information Archive device” on page 71 explains the integration of IBM Content Manager with the Information Archive device.

► Chapter 6, “Integrating IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device” on page 103 explains the integration of IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device.

► Chapter 7, “IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery” on page 131 discusses this preintegrated, preconfigured, and preinstalled solution.
Introducing IBM Enterprise Content Management

IBM Enterprise Content Management (ECM) provides a comprehensive set of capabilities for managing structured and unstructured information. This chapter introduces the ECM solutions in four product areas and introduces some of the products in the portfolio. It includes the following topics:

- Introduction
- Essential ECM
- Advanced case management
- Information life cycle governance
- Trusted Content Analytics
- Summary
3.1 Introduction

ECM solutions help companies and government agencies reduce costs and make quick, smart, and cost-effective decisions. The ECM solutions are organized in the following areas:

- **Essential ECM**: Manages essential content anywhere. Production imaging and capture, enterprise report management, office document management (ODM), and standardization and consolidation are content management foundations for reducing costs and improving efficiencies.

- **Advanced case management**: Takes workflow and business process management to the next level. It brings people, processes, and information together to drive better case outcomes.

- **Information life cycle governance**: Expands the value of your repositories. It can reduce costs and risks while improving your compliance posture.

- **Trusted content analytics**: Helps you know, trust, and use your content to derive unexpected content insights.

3.2 Essential ECM

Most companies operate with strict content management requirements to help them control content and automate content related processes. As unstructured content grows exponentially, you need content management to capture, store, manage, integrate and deliver all forms of content across your enterprise. You need the right information at the right time to make the right decision.

IBM ECM content management products offer essential capabilities for production imaging and capture, enterprise report management, office document management, and content consolidation and standardization.

Essential ECM include the following offerings:

- **IBM FileNet Content Manager**: Essential for production imaging, office document management, and content consolidation and standardization. It is the core of the FileNet P8 Platform and is also offered in a Starter Pack.

- **IBM Content Manager**: Essential for production imaging on multiple platforms, office document management, and content integration. It is offered for z/OS and in a Starter Pack.

- **IBM Content Manager OnDemand**: Adds enterprise report management to your content management system. It integrates with FileNet P8 Platform.
IBM Datacap: Provides premium data and document capture. Datacap was acquired by IBM in 2010.

IBM FileNet Capture: Provide imaging capture to get critical content into FileNet P8 repositories.

IBM FileNet Content Manager, IBM Content Manager, and IBM Content Manager OnDemand can all integrate directly with the IBM Information Archive device to create end-to-end Smart Archive solutions. For technical integration detail, see the following chapters:

- Chapter 4, “Integrating IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device” on page 37
- Chapter 5, “Integrating IBM Content Manager with the Information Archive device” on page 71
- Chapter 6, “Integrating IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device” on page 103

### 3.2.1 IBM FileNet Content Manager

IBM FileNet Content Manager is the core content management solution for the FileNet P8 Platform.

FileNet Content Manager combines document management with ready-to-use workflow and process capabilities to automate and drive your content-related tasks and activities.

FileNet Content Manager offers the following features and benefits:

- Provide the core engines for content, security and storage management for FileNet P8 Platform.
- Provide a foundation for office document management.
- Enable companies to manage content anywhere by using the Content Federation Services feature. Companies can choose to manage content in their current repositories, thus avoiding or postponing costly content migrations yet still being able to standardized on FileNet P8 Platform.
- Support active content which means the actions associated with content can trigger predefined actions and enable automation.
- Provide core capabilities such as document versioning, content security, and life cycle management for enterprise compliance management.
- Provide WorkPlace XT, an ready-to-use user interface designed for the business user. Also support portals, integration with collaboration tools, integration with Microsoft® Office 2007 and more.
3.2.2 IBM Content Manager

IBM Content Manager manages all types of digitized content across multiple platforms, databases and applications. It provides imaging, digital asset management, web content management and content integration. Built on a multi-tier distributed architecture, it provides the scalability to grow from a single department to a geographically dispersed enterprise. The products and solutions help large and smaller organizations meet regulatory compliance requirements, collaborate with greater productivity and improve customer service.

Content Manager products are:

- Content Manager Enterprise Edition: Store, manage, and integrate content on Linux®, UNIX®, Windows® and Linux on System z®.
- Content Manager Collaboration Edition: Collaborate on business content with Lotus® Quickr™ while using Content Manager Enterprise Edition.
- Content Manager Starter Pack: Provide essential content management functions.
- Content Manager for z/OS: Store, manage, and integrate high volumes of content on z/OS.
- Content Manager for IBM i: Integrate content and advanced workflow for the enterprise on i5/OS® or OS/400®.
- IBM Web Interface for Content Manager: Use Web 2.0 and AJAX technologies and open standards with the readily-available, easy-to-use, highly interactive Web Client.

3.2.3 IBM Content Manager OnDemand

Enterprise report management software manages formatted computer output and reports. IBM Content Manager OnDemand is high-performance middleware for enterprise report management.

Content Manager OnDemand helps companies transforming costly high-volume print output to electronic information capture and presentation in support of customer service.

Content Manager OnDemand products for enterprise report management are:

- Content Manager OnDemand for Multiplatforms: Enterprise report management software for AIX®, HP-UX, Linux, Linux on zSeries®, Solaris, and Windows.
- Content Manager OnDemand for z/OS: Enterprise report management software using z/OS.
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- Content Manager OnDemand for i: Enterprise report management software architected for IBM i.
- IBM Web Interface for Content Manager OnDemand: A web client that employs open standards and supports Web 2.0 and AJAX technologies.

Both OnDemand for Multiplatforms and OnDemand for z/OS integrate with FileNet P8 repositories.

### 3.2.4 IBM Datacap

Datacap is one of IBM’s newest acquisitions, and completes the end to end document management solution. Datacap’s document capture and integration products help green initiatives by reducing paper requirements. Datacap captures, manages, and automates business information and then integrates it tightly with the p8 platform, creating streamlined enterprise solutions.

The Datacap product line consists of three main products:
- IBM Datacap Taskmaster Capture
- IBM Datacap Rulerunner
- IBM Datacap FastDoc Capture

Taskmaster and FastDoc Capture are document ingestion products. FastDoc Capture is a stand-alone product that integrates with file systems and Microsoft SharePoint. It can also be operated offline. Taskmaster is an SOA capture and automation solution with both web and thick clients. The Rulerunner service is a core differentiator for Datacap products and is embedded in Taskmaster and FastDoc. It can also run decoupled and can run as a web service. Easily extensible, it drives business rules and actions which make Datacap solutions so flexible and powerful.

Building on these core products, Datacap also offers a number of industry specific and technology specific solutions.

For more information about Datacap, see:


### 3.2.5 IBM FileNet Capture

IBM FileNet provides for ingesting paper and image-based content with another set of existing products:
- IBM FileNet Capture Desktop
- IBM FileNet Capture Professional
Similar to Datacap solutions, IBM FileNet Capture products automate control and classification during the capture process. This enhances IBM FileNet P8 compliance by increasing accuracy and lowering the risk of lost or inaccessible information. IBM FileNet Capture functionality is mostly a subset of Datacap's offerings, with three key differences:

- IBM FileNet Capture has internationalization and localization supported, particularly Asian language support for OCR in version 5.2.1.

- IBM FileNet Capture does not include advanced data extraction capabilities. The OCR in FileNet Capture is limited to simple document properties and full text.

- IBM FileNet Capture does not include many advanced features contained in Datacap capture products including web-based scanning and indexing, handwriting recognition, complex data validation, and data export.

IBM FileNet Capture Desktop and Professional scan, index, and convert content and stores it in IBM FileNet P8.

### 3.3 Advanced case management

The advanced case management strategy from IBM unifies information, processes and people to provide a 360-degree view of the case. In addition to content and process management, it relies on advanced analytics, business rules, collaboration and social software to help drive more successful, optimized case outcomes. Moreover, advanced case management solutions help capture industry best practices in frameworks and templates to empower business users and accelerate return on investment.

The advanced case management strategy and solutions are designed to deliver key case management improvements: insight, responsiveness, flexibility, better customer service and regulatory compliance.

The advanced case management product is IBM Case Manager.

Case Manager integrates content, process and people (capabilities) to deliver the next-generation of case management applications. It provides a foundation for capturing organizational best practices in templates and solutions to shorten the time-to-value for companies. It also provides the business-oriented tools for the development and deployment of these applications to assure the business users participation and ownership of the case application.
3.4 Information life cycle governance

Information is growing at an extremely fast pace in a great variety. Information must be managed properly, over its life span, from creation to destruction. Through its life span, it must be stored, secured and managed in the appropriate manner. Information must be available to the right people, in the right context, and at the right time, enabling better decisions to be made faster.

IBM Information Lifecycle Governance (ILG) is a comprehensive compliance platform with flexible, integrated solutions that help companies gain control and manage the life cycle of information. Information Lifecycle Governance uses the following solutions:

- Content Analytics for Assessment: Take charge of content. Assess and decide what information to manage, trust, and use, what information to preserve, and what to decommission or remove.
- Content Collection and Archiving: Manage the explosion of information volumes and types by collecting and archiving the right information into enterprise-level content repositories.
- Advanced Classification: Reduce the burden on users by accurately automating classification of content in its proper context.
- Records Management: Enforce retention and disposition policies. Proactively improve defensibility, lower risks and costs, and confidently dispose of information.
- eDiscovery Search and Analytics: Quickly and cost-effectively respond to eDiscovery, audit and internal investigation requests.

3.4.1 Content Analytics for Assessment

For many companies, information exist on file systems and shares, local mail files and databases. This information is typically created locally and shared selectively, through for example, email distribution. The proliferation of collaboration tools and basic content services has encouraged people to create more content.

Content Analytics for Assessment helps companies to discover the information that is created and make decisions about how that information should be
managed. It helps companies gain control over structured and unstructured content by:

- Eliminating unneeded content and systems.
- Preserving valued content.
- Deciding which content to manage, archive, trust, and use.

Content Analytics for Assessment is a solution that is a bundled offering of IBM ECM software working together:

- IBM Content Analytics: A robust software with user-friendly interface for exploratory analytics of unstructured content.
- IBM Classification Module: Automates classification of unstructured content by analyzing full text of documents and emails.
- IBM Content Collector for File Systems: Collects and archive content from file systems.

Content Analytics for Assessment solution helps companies in identify relevant content that needs to be moved into their trusted and managed repositories such as Content Manager Enterprise Edition and FileNet Content Manager.

### 3.4.2 Content Collection and Archiving

Traditional methods for archiving are typically based upon disparate and isolated approaches dependent upon data type. There is no single view of archived information across the organizations.

The goal of Content Collection and Archiving is to provide optimized and unified ingestion to:

- Enable a deeper understanding of what information to archive through discovery and analytics-based assessment technologies.
- Eliminate point solution complexity and cost by unifying data and content archiving through common collection (ingestion) and classification technologies.

IBM Content Collector is the key software that provides the Content Collection and Archiving solutions. Content Collector collects, enhances and manages email, file systems, SharePoint and more. In addition, Content Collector provides the interface and functions that enable companies to connect and collect information from various source systems and applications and archive to a central repository, such as IBM Content Manager and IBM FileNet Content Manager.
Content Collector includes the following product offerings:

- IBM Content Collector for Email: Collect and archive emails.
- IBM Content Collector for File Systems: Controls document and content on network file shares.
- IBM Content Collector for Microsoft SharePoint: Collects SharePoint documents into a centrally managed archive.
- IBM Content Collector for SAP: Provides SAP data and document archiving, SAP content-enabling, and complementary process management for SAP environments.
- IBM Content Collector Discovery Analytics: Complete collection, archiving, eDiscovery and analytics capabilities in one solution.

### 3.4.3 Advanced Classification

With explosion of information and variety of information created, automate content classification is a necessity. With Content Collection and Archiving solutions, collecting and archiving everything is costly, time-consuming, and might not be necessary. One way to reduce the cost is using automated classification.

Advanced Classification reduces burdens on users and improves ability to classify unstructured content automatically. It also changes content collection and archiving by reducing the hardware requirement (by not archiving everything) and increasing operation efficiency (by not asking users to make decision, item-by-item about the content).

IBM Classification Module software is the key element in Advanced Classification solutions. Classification Module helps classifying unstructured content. It is capable of learning the content categories from a set of training documents and then proceed to automatically archive large volume of content. It can also propose taxonomies, provide suggestions for categories, and improve its classification ability through learning.

Classification Module combines rules with context based analysis for consistent, accurate, adaptive results. It can be embedded within Content Collector, so that additional information about the content can be obtained (from Classification Module) before Content Collector making decisions about what to do with the content after it is being collected.
3.4.4 Records Management

Records Management solutions help users address evolving governance mandates to meet regulatory, legal, and fiduciary requirements. Proactive adherence to information retention policies and procedures is a critical facet of companies’ compliance strategies. The Records Management products help companies enforce centralized policy management for file plans, retention schedules, legal preservation holds, and auditing.

The Records Management products are designed to help users streamline processes and automate manual user and administrator activities throughout the record life cycle. Easily deployed and U.S. DoD 5015.2-certified, Records Management solutions deliver a rapid and compelling return on investment while reducing the risks and costs in managing electronic and physical record assets.

Records Management products are:

- IBM Records Manager: A records management engine for electronic records management in applications.

3.4.5 eDiscovery Search and Analytics

Electronic discovery, or eDiscovery, is the process of identifying, locating, securing and producing electronically stored information (ESI) and materials, typically in response to litigation. It is a critical part of information life cycle governance solutions.

eDiscovery Search and Analytics solutions help reduce the cost from eDiscovery, balance in-house implementation with outsourced components, and proactively manage electronically stored information. eDiscovery Search and Analytics solutions manage content within ongoing business processes and helps increase defensibility - in a security-rich, consistent, auditable manner. It enables a disciplined approach to reducing costs and risk while improving ongoing operational benefits. eDiscovery Search and Analytics is a key family of solutions, along with Content Analytics for Assessment, Content Collection and Archiving, Advanced Classification, and Records Management, to help companies achieve information life cycle governance.
eDiscovery Search and Analytics solution includes the following products:

- IBM eDiscovery Manager: Provide IT users the ability to respond easily to discovery requests. It also provides comprehensive audit tracking to support authenticity and prove chain of custody.

- IBM eDiscovery Analyzer: Provide the detailed analysis and review capabilities that enable early case assessment and provides the opportunity to reduce case costs.

- IBM Content Collector: Enable collecting information from various source systems and applications (including email systems, file systems, Microsoft Sharepoint) and archive to a central repository.

- IBM Classification Module: Automatically and intelligently classify unstructured content to help organizations lower risk and expense.

### 3.5 Trusted Content Analytics

Enterprise Content Management software includes offerings focused on trusted content analytics to help companies know, trust, use, and exploit all of their enterprise content, not just what is in their repositories. Trusted Content Analytics analyze unstructured content to unlock critical business insights. It provides new ways to reduce costs, deliver business innovation, and create competitive advantage.

Content Analytics and Search products and solutions include:

- IBM Content Analytics: Discover and use content to derive unexpected business insights, take action, and share with other users and systems.

- IBM Content Analytics for Assessment: Know your content. Analyze what you have. Decommission the unnecessary. Preserve what matters.

- IBM Classification Module: Automatically and intelligently classify unstructured content to help organizations lower risk and expense.

- Master Content for Master Data Management Server: Connect to enterprise content. Create and manage 360 degree trusted content views to enrich master data initiatives.

- OmniFind® Enterprise Edition: Drive users to the content that matters through knowledge driven search.
3.6 Summary

IBM Enterprise Content Management helps companies make better decisions faster through four product areas:

- **Essential ECM:** Essential Enterprise Content Management infrastructure software for capture, imaging, office document management, and enterprise report management.

- **Advanced case management:** Software powered by collaboration, content, process, analytics, and business rules to provide an advanced 360-degree case view.

- **Information life cycle governance:** Integrated software for content analytics for assessment, collection and archiving, classification, records management, and ediscovery.

- **Trusted content analytics:** Software to help you find, know, use, and exploit all of your enterprise content.

Table 3-1, Table 3-2, Table 3-3, and Table 3-4 summarize the IBM Enterprise Content Management offerings for each area.

*Table 3-1 Essential ECM products and offerings*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM FileNet Content Manager</td>
<td>Essential for production imaging, office document management, and content consolidation and standardization. It is the core of the FileNet P8 Platform and is also offered in a Starter Pack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Manager</td>
<td>Essential for production imaging on multiple platforms, office document management, and content integration. It is offered for z/OS and in a Starter Pack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Manager OnDemand</td>
<td>Adds enterprise report management to your content management system. It integrates with FileNet P8 Platform.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM IBM Datacap</td>
<td>Provides premium data and document capture. Datacap was acquired by IBM in 2010.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM FileNet Capture</td>
<td>Provides imaging capture to get critical content into FileNet P8 repositories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3-2 Advanced case management product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM Case Manager</td>
<td>Integrates content, process and people (capabilities) to deliver the next-generation of case management applications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3-3 Information life cycle governance products and offerings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Analytics for Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Analytics</td>
<td>A robust software with user-friendly interface for exploratory analytics of unstructured content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Classification Module</td>
<td>Automates classification of unstructured content by analyzing full text of documents and emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Collector for File Systems</td>
<td>Collects and archive content from file systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Collection and Archiving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Collector for Email</td>
<td>Collect and archive emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Collector for File Systems</td>
<td>Controls document and content on network file shares.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Collector for Microsoft SharePoint</td>
<td>Collects SharePoint documents into a centrally managed archive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Collector for SAP</td>
<td>Provides SAP data and document archiving, SAP content-enabling, and complementary process management for SAP environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Collector Discovery Analytics</td>
<td>Complete collection, archiving, eDiscovery and analytics capabilities in one solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Classification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Classification Module</td>
<td>Automates classification of unstructured content by analyzing full text of documents and emails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Enterprise Records (formerly called FileNet Records Manager)</td>
<td>Securely captures, declares, classifies, stores and disposes of electronic and physical records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product name</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Records Manager</td>
<td>A records management engine for electronic records management in applications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**eDiscovery Search and Analytics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM eDiscovery Manager</td>
<td>Provide IT users the ability to respond easily to discovery requests. It also provides comprehensive audit tracking to support authenticity and prove chain of custody.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM eDiscovery Analyzer</td>
<td>Provide the detailed analysis and review capabilities that enable early case assessment and provides the opportunity to reduce case costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Collector</td>
<td>Enable collecting information from various source systems and applications (including email systems, file systems, Microsoft Sharepoint) and archive to a central repository.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Classification Module</td>
<td>Automatically and intelligently classify unstructured content to help organizations lower risk and expense.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3-4 Trusted Content Analytics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Analytics</td>
<td>Discover and use content to derive unexpected business insights, take action, and share with other users and systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Content Analytics for Assessment</td>
<td>Know your content. Analyze what you have. Decommission the unnecessary. Preserve what matters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Classification Module</td>
<td>Automatically and intelligently classify unstructured content to help organizations lower risk and expense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Content for Master Data Management Server</td>
<td>Connect to enterprise content. Create and manage 360 degree trusted content views to enrich master data initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OmniFind Enterprise Edition</td>
<td>Drive users to the content that matters through knowledge driven search.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more information about IBM Enterprise Content Management products, see:

http://www.ibm.com/software/data/content-management
This paper focuses on the integration between the Information Archive device and Enterprise Content Management products. The remainder of the chapters are organized as follows:

- Chapter 4, “Integrating IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device” on page 37 explains the integration of IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device.

- Chapter 5, “Integrating IBM Content Manager with the Information Archive device” on page 71 explains the integration of IBM Content Manager with the Information Archive device.

- Chapter 6, “Integrating IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device” on page 103 explains the integration of IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device.

- Chapter 7, “IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery” on page 131 discusses this preintegrated, preconfigured, and preinstalled solution.
Chapter 4. Integrating IBM FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device

In this chapter, we discuss the integration between the IBM Information Archive device and IBM FileNet P8. We describe the required configuration to enable FileNet P8 to use the Information Archive device as an archive storage system with hierarchical storage devices and retention capabilities.

This chapter includes the following topics:

- Introduction
- IBM FileNet P8 Platform overview
- Integration architecture
- Integration implementation example
- Hints and tips
- Summary
4.1 Introduction

Today’s organizations face the challenge of archiving information for long-term retention. For some organizations, IBM FileNet is already part of their overall enterprise content management strategy. For others, there is no such strategy or solution.

From a software perspective, you can use IBM Content Collector to collect email, files, and application data and store them in an IBM FileNet content repository. This solution can also be used in combination with other products, such as IBM Classification Module, IBM Content Analytics, IBM Enterprise Records, IBM eDiscovery Manager, and IBM eDiscovery Analyzer, to provide advanced content classification, analysis, records management, and eDiscovery capabilities.

From a hardware perspective, for long-term, retention managed storage, IBM FileNet integrates with the Information Archive device to provide an end-to-end archiving infrastructure. In addition, organizations with an existing enterprise content management repository, such as IBM FileNet, can now require a compliance storage solution to house their current content collections.

4.2 IBM FileNet P8 Platform overview

IBM FileNet P8 Platform (FileNet P8) is a collection of tightly integrated components that are bundled together under a common platform. The broad functionality provided by these integrated components constitutes an enterprise content and process management platform. Key elements of this platform are a metadata repository, a process management repository, a readily-available user interface for accessing content and process elements, and a storage framework that can support a wide range of storage devices and platforms.

To provide these services, the FileNet P8 relies on the following core components:

- Content Engine
- Process Engine
- Workplace XT

All other add-on products are built on the foundation that these components provide.

The Content Engine is the engine that is responsible for storing and retrieving all content within a FileNet P8 system. It provides a series of services for creating, retrieving, updating, deleting, and securing content within the environment. In
addition, it provides interfaces for handling event-based actions, documenting life

cycle, and integrating with various storage systems, such as the Information

Archive device.

The remainder of this chapter focuses on the Content Engine component of

FileNet P8 and how it integrates with the Information Archive device.

4.3 Integration architecture

The Information Archive device is the latest generation of information retention

solutions. It is designed as a universal storage repository for all types of content

(structured or unstructured) to help organizations of any size address complete

information retention needs.

The flow of a document from FileNet P8 to the Information Archive device (shown

in Figure 4-1) is as follows:

1. Documents are created by FileNet P8 client applications.

2. Documents submitted to the FileNet P8 system are cataloged by the Content

   Engine (Content Engine Server).

3. The Content Engine persists the document into a storage system, such as the

   Information Archive device, which comes bundled with IBM Tivoli Storage

   Manager and IBM System Storage Archive Manager software.
The remainder of this section describes:

- A deployment model for FileNet P8 and the Information Archive device components
- A data model of FileNet P8 and Information Archive objects
- Retention
- Hierarchical storage

### 4.3.1 Deployment model

FileNet P8 uses the Tivoli Storage Manager Archive Client API to communicate with the Tivoli Storage Manager server component of the Information Archive device. Thus, it requires that the Tivoli Storage Manager client software is installed on every system that hosts a FileNet P8 Content Engine.
Figure 4-2 depicts a physical deployment of FileNet P8 and the Information Archive device with two Content Engine servers on different FileNet P8 host systems storing objects on the same Information Archive server.

The deployment model consists of the following components:

> **FileNet P8 host**

The FileNet P8 host is the physical server on which the FileNet P8 Content Engine runs, for example an IBM pSeries® server running AIX. As depicted in Figure 4-2, a Tivoli Storage Manager client must be installed on each FileNet P8 host system.

In addition, the application server on which Content Engine is deployed must be modified to reference the Tivoli Storage Manager API native libraries that are packaged with the Content Engine software. We discuss Tivoli Storage Manager client installation further in 4.4.2, “Install the Tivoli Storage Manager client” on page 52.

> **Tivoli Storage Manager options files**

The Tivoli Storage Manager options files hold the connection parameters that are used by the Tivoli Storage Manager client to communicate with the
Information Archive device. The Tivoli Storage Manager options files are created and managed by FileNet P8 in a shared directory that is accessible by all the Content Engine instances in a FileNet P8 domain. Thus, the operating system user who starts the Content Engine application server, such as WebSphere®, must have read/write access to this directory.

This directory location is a property of the Tivoli Storage Manager fixed content device (FCD) object of FileNet P8. We discuss the Tivoli Storage Manager options files in more detail in “Tivoli Storage Manager options files” on page 53.

- The Information Archive device

The Information Archive device has a Tivoli Storage Manager server component that manages the storage and retrieval of objects that are stored on the Information Archive device for application clients, such as FileNet P8, that use the Tivoli Storage Manager client API.

### 4.3.2 Data model

Figure 4-3 depicts the cardinality relationships between FileNet P8 objects and the Information Archive device objects.

![Figure 4-3  FileNet P8: The Information Archive device data model cardinality relationships](image-url)
Multiple Tivoli Storage Manager FCDs can be defined in a FileNet P8 Content Engine. Each FCD can have one or more Tivoli Storage Manager storage areas associated with it. Documents created by FileNet P8 applications are stored in a specific storage area. When documents are stored in a storage area that is associated with a Tivoli Storage Manager FCD, they are transferred to the Information Archive device for persistent storage and are assigned a retention that is governed by the Information Archive device management class that is associated with the Tivoli Storage Manager storage area.

When multiple Tivoli Storage Manager FCDs are defined, each FCD must reference a distinct node on the Information Archive device. Management classes on the Information Archive device are associated with a node through a set of other Tivoli Storage Manager objects that are defined on the Information Archive device, as shown in Figure 4-4.

![Figure 4-4 FileNet P8: The Information Archive device data model object relationships](image)

We describe each of these Tivoli Storage Manager objects in more detail in “Create storage and policy configurations” on page 48.

When FileNet P8 documents are transferred to the Information Archive device for persistent storage, they are stored in the disk storage pool that is associated with the node. From the disk storage pool, documents can be migrated further to other storage pools as described in 4.3.4, “Hierarchical storage” on page 47. This migration to other storage pools is transparent to FileNet P8.
Although the Tivoli Storage Manager storage area uses an Information Archive device management class to set the retention of FileNet P8 documents, the retention parameters on the Information Archive device actually are set on a different Tivoli Storage Manager object, the copygroup, that references the management class.

We discuss retention further in the next section.

### 4.3.3 Retention

Retention relates to when a document can be deleted. Documents cannot be deleted until the retention period that is associated with the document has passed.

When using FileNet P8 with the Information Archive device, you can enforce retention using either the Information Archive device or FileNet P8.

**Retention enforced by the Information Archive device**

The Content Engine supports static retention, which is applied when a document is checked in and which prevents deletion until after the retention period expires. When connected to the Information Archive device, the Content Engine can use either the chronological or event-based retention scheme that is used by the Information Archive device to enforce this retention.

The Content Engine uses the behavior of the Tivoli Storage Manager management class to control when a document can be deleted. Although either scheme can be used, the preferred practice is to use event-based retention, because it does not require that a hold be placed on a document when it is created. This method results in less load on the Tivoli Storage Manager server and better performance than chronological retention.

The Content Engine always remains in control of the document deletion process. So, even though the Information Archive device supports the automatic deletion of objects after their retention period has expired, the Content Engine will not allow automatic deletion until after the retention period has expired and until a user specifically deletes the associated document from the Content Engine. When both conditions are met, the Content Engine relinquishes control of the Tivoli Storage Manager object, allowing the Information Archive device to delete it automatically.

Note that deletion on the Information Archive device typically happens as a background process. Thus, requests by the Content Engine to delete an object on the Information Archive device might not occur immediately. You can set up automatic expiration processing on the Information Archive device using the
EXPINTERVAL server option. The Information Archive device inventory expiration process removes files based on the archive copy groups of the management classes to which the files are bound.

To control retention while suppressing automatic deletion, Content Engine uses the specific parameters of the retention schemes that are available in the Information Archive device, as shown in Table 4-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter and purpose</th>
<th>Value for chronological retention</th>
<th>Value for event-based retention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RETINIT determines when to initiate the retention period defined in the RETVER attribute</td>
<td>CREATION (start counting when the object is archived)</td>
<td>EVENT (start counting when the event is triggered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETVER is the number of days to retain the archived object after retention is initiated</td>
<td>0 to 30,000 days, or NOLIMIT</td>
<td>0 to 30,000 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETMIN is the minimum number of days to retain the archived object</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>n, where n represents a number of days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chronological retention**

A chronological management class uses the RETVER parameter to protect a Tivoli Storage Manager object. The RETVER parameter defines the number of days that the object should be retained, starting from the date that the object is stored on the Information Archive device.

Tivoli Storage Manager automatically deletes objects when their retention period (RETVER) on the Information Archive device has expired. To enable the Content Engine to retain control of the objects with chronological retention, the Content Engine places a hold on the object after creation. Later, when the document is finally eligible for deletion, after the RETVER has expired and after a user deletes the associated document, the Content Engine releases the hold and allows the Tivoli Storage Manager automatic deletion process to delete the object.

Placing a hold on an object uses the IBM System Storage Archive Manager component of the Information Archive device. This component is the same as Tivoli Storage Manager with the archiveretentionprotection attribute set to on.
When you create a Tivoli Storage Manager management class to support chronological retention, use the following parameters:

RETINIT=CREATION
RETVER=<actual retention period>

**Note:** Chronological retention cannot be used for a zero duration retention. If you need to define a zero duration retention, use event-based retention, which we describe in the next section.

**Event-based retention**

An event-based retention (EBR) management class has two retention settings that combine to protect a Tivoli Storage Manager object:

- The RETMIN parameter defines the minimum retention period for the object from creation time.
- The RETVER parameter defines the retention from the time of activation.

As long as the EBR activate event is not issued, the object is protected from deletion, no matter what the value is for RETMIN. When the EBR activate event is issued, the retention period that is defined in RETVER is applied from that moment. The retention period set in RETVER can overlap with RETMIN. For example, if RETVER=0 and the activate event is issued during the RETMIN period, the object continues to be protected until RETMIN expires.

The Content Engine uses the behavior of the EBR management class to control when the Tivoli Storage Manager object can be deleted. If in Tivoli Storage Manager you set an EBR class with RETMIN=365 and RETVER=0, then you can create in the Content Engine a Tivoli Storage Manager fixed storage area that uses the EBR management class. When a document is checked into this fixed storage area, the Content Engine calculates the delete date (today + 365 days) and writes it to the ContentRetentionDate attribute of the document. When a user wants to delete the document more than one year later, the Content Engine delete call sends an activate event to the Tivoli Storage Manager server. Because RETVER=0, the retention expires immediately, which allows the object to be deleted automatically by the Tivoli Storage Manager background task.

When you create a Tivoli Storage Manager management class to support event-based retention, use the following parameters:

RETINIT=EVENT
RETVER=0
RETMIN=<actual retention period>
Retention enforced by IBM Enterprise Records

IBM Enterprise Records is a FileNet P8 application that assumes all retention management responsibility for documents under its control. Hence, when using the Information Archive device as a repository for such documents, retention must be disabled on the Information Archive device.

You can disable retention on the Information Archive device by defining a management class on the Information Archive device using the following parameters:

RETINIT=EVENT
RETVER=0
RETMIN=0

Then, associate the Content Engine storage area for documents that are controlled by IBM Enterprise Records to use the Information Archive management class with no retention.

4.3.4 Hierarchical storage

The Information Archive device supports hierarchical storage capabilities to allow you to create policies so that data is stored on the type of media that best meets data longevity, access speed, and cost needs. For example, with the Information Archive device, you can attach tape devices to archive data that is accessed infrequently. Migration automates moving data from one type of media to another as media needs change and as new types of media become available in the market.

When using hierarchical storage with FileNet P8, keep in mind the following considerations:

- Always use a disk storage pool as the first storage pool for incoming documents from FileNet P8. For example, FileNet P8 documents should not be written directly from the Content Engine to a tape storage pool. This method can lead to performance problems when transferring documents from FileNet P8 to the Information Archive device.

  Instead, set up additional storage pools and migration policies from the incoming disk storage pool for these other media types, such as tape.

- Use the Content Engine content cache to improve retrieval performance from tape.
  - The performance improvement applies to the initial retrieval of the content (especially large content in a Content Engine cluster environment) and to subsequent retrievals (content will be cached on fast storage).
– The Content Cache has its own inherent timeout mechanism. If a retrieval from tape takes longer than this internal timeout, the content cache returns a message to try the retrieval again later. In the meantime, the content cache continues to try to retrieve the tape content so that the content is available in its cache area the next time a user attempts to retrieve it.

- When using tape, adjust the MOUNTWAIT and MOUNTRETENTION of the device class for the tape library and IDLETIMEOUT for the system as discussed in “Modify the Information Archive device server parameters” on page 50. Adjusting these parameters prevents FileNet P8 users from waiting for an unreasonable length of time when retrieving documents stored on tape.

### 4.4 Integration implementation example

The implementation example in this section describes how to set up a storage configuration on an Information Archive device that is integrated with FileNet P8. The high-level steps are as follows:

1. Configure the Information Archive device:
   a. Create storage and policy configurations.
   b. Modify the Information Archive device server parameters.
2. Install the Tivoli Storage Manager client.
3. Configure the Content Engine:
   - IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FCD
   - Create a fixed storage area
   - Configure the content cache
4. Test the integration.

#### 4.4.1 Configure the Information Archive device

To show how to configure information archive, in this section we provide example commands that can be executed from a Tivoli Storage Manager command line client to create and update the necessary Tivoli Storage Manager server objects required for our example FileNet P8 system.

**Create storage and policy configurations**

To create storage and policy configuration, perform these steps:

1. From the Information Archive device, run the Tivoli Storage Manager administration command line client:

   ```bash
dsmadmc -server =collection name
   ```
2. Create a storage pool by entering the following command:

```
DEFINE STGPOOL IA_P8_POOL DISK DESCRIPTION="IA P8 Storage Pool"
```

**Note:** The storage pool that is used by FileNet P8 must be a disk storage pool. You can define other storage pool types, such as a tape pool, behind this disk storage pool in the Information Archive device using the NEXTSTGPOOL option to the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

3. Assign a storage volume of 100 MB (or other desired value) to the storage pool:

```
DEFINE VOLUME IA_P8_POOL P8DISK FORMATSIZE=100 WAIT=YES
```

4. Create a policy domain and a policy:

```
DEFINE DOMAIN IA_P8_DOMAIN DESCRIPTION="IA P8 Policy Domain"
DEFINE POLICYSET IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY DESCRIPTION="IA P8 Policy Set"
```

5. Create a management class and archive copy group with 30 day retention:

```
DEFINE MGMTCLASS IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY IA_30_DAY_RET DESCRIPTION="IA Management Class with 30 day retention."
DEFINE COPYGROUP IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY IA_30_DAY_RET DESTINATION=IA_P8_POOL TYPE=ARCHIVE RETINIT=EVENT RETVER=0 RETMIN=30
```

6. Create a management class and archive copy group with 90 day retention:

```
DEFINE MGMTCLASS IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY IA_90_DAY_RET DESCRIPTION="IA Management Class with 90 day retention."
DEFINE COPYGROUP IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY IA_90_DAY_RET DESTINATION=IA_P8_POOL TYPE=ARCHIVE RETINIT=EVENT RETVER=0 RETMIN=90
```

7. Create a management class and archive copy group with no retention:

```
DEFINE MGMTCLASS IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY IA_NO_RET DESCRIPTION="IA Management Class with no retention."
DEFINE COPYGROUP IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY IA_NO_RET DESTINATION=IA_P8_POOL TYPE=ARCHIVE RETINIT=EVENT RETVER=0 RETMIN=0
```

8. Set the IA_NO_RET management class as default:

```
ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY IA_NO_RET
```

9. Validate the policy set and activate the policy set:

```
VALIDATE POLICYSET IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY
ACTIVATE POLICYSET IA_P8_DOMAIN IA_P8_POLICY
```
10. Register a node to allow FileNet P8 to connect to the Information Archive device:

```
REGISTER NODE p8 p8password DOMAIN=IA_P8_DOMAIN
```

**Modify the Information Archive device server parameters**

Validate or update the following properties on the Information Archive device when using the Information Archive device with FileNet P8:

- **Archive Retention Protection**
  
  The IBM System Storage Archive Manager software component of the Information Archive device automatically sets this attribute to on. You can verify that the setting is correct using the *query status* command and noting the value for the Archive Retention Protection property. This value corresponds to the Archive Protection Flag property on the FileNet P8 Tivoli Storage Manager FCD.

- **Node**
  
  The node name that you register to allow FileNet P8 to connect to the Information Archive device must have the following capabilities:
  
  - Read/write access to the appropriate Information Archive storage devices.
  - Ability to make multiple concurrent connections to the Information Archive device.
  - The password expiration period for the client node can be set to 0 (never expires), which allows the system administrator to change the password on both the Information Archive device and the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD at their convenience (the Content Engine cannot access the Information Archive device if the client node password expires).

  For example:

  ```
  update node p8 passexp=0
  ```

  - If using hierarchical storage where some FileNet P8 content might be migrated to tape, increase the maximum number of client mount points per node so that multiple Content Engine servers can access the tape device using the same node.

  Also, allow mount points to be released during a session so that they can be made available to other sessions that need them as quickly as possible.

  For example:

  ```
  update node p8 MAXNUMMP=999 KEEPMP=No
  ```

- **MAXSESSIONS**
  
  Adjust the maximum number of simultaneous client sessions to the Information Archive device, if required. FileNet P8 uses the FCP Pool Max In
Use property of the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD to control the number of concurrent connections to the Information Archive device for each Content Engine server. Thus, the MAXSESSIONS value on the Information Archive device should be greater than the FCP Pool Max In Use property multiplied by the number of Content Engine servers.

For example:

```bash
setopt maxsessions 2048
```

**TXNGROUPMAX**

This parameter specifies the number of files transferred as a group between Tivoli Storage Manager commit points. Content Engine commits all the content elements for a document in a single Tivoli Storage Manager transaction. Thus, if your documents can contain a large number of content elements, then consider increasing this parameter on the Information Archive device. The typical default for this parameter is 256 with a maximum allowed value of 65000.

For example:

```bash
setopt txngroupmax 4096
```

**MOUNTWAIT**

If using tape, adjust this parameter on the device class to reduce the time the Information Archive device waits for a volume to be mounted in the tape drive. This parameter affects how long a FileNet P8 user waits for content that has migrated to tape.

For example, assuming you have an existing device class called P8TAPES, this command changes the wait time to 1 minute:

```bash
update devclass P8TAPES mountwait=1
```

**MOUNTRETENTION**

If using tape, adjust this parameter on the device class to keep an idle tape mounted for a period of time. This adjustment can improve access to FileNet P8 content that is stored on the same tape.

For example, assuming that you have an existing device class called P8TAPES, the following command changes the time that the tape remains mounted while idle to 5 minutes:

```bash
update devclass P8TAPES mountretention=5
```

**IDLETIMEOUT**

Adjust this system parameter to reduce the time that FileNet P8 waits for a response from the Information Archive device. If retrieving content from tape, the smaller of IDLETIMEOUT or MOUNTWAIT controls how long a FileNet P8
user waits before receiving a message to try again later to retrieve the content.

For example, the following command sets the idle timeout to 1 minute:

```
setopt idletimeout 1
```

### 4.4.2 Install the Tivoli Storage Manager client

The Tivoli Storage Manager client must be installed on each system that hosts a FileNet P8 Content Engine. To install and configure the Tivoli Storage Manager client, follow the instructions in the information center:


In addition, the application server on which the Content Engine is deployed must be modified to reference the Tivoli Storage Manager API native libraries that are laid down when you run the Content Engine software installer. These instructions are also in the information center.

For example, the Content Engine installer places the Tivoli Storage Manager API native libraries in the following directory for a typical Windows system installation:

```
C:\Program Files\IBM\FileNet\ContentEngine\tsm100
```

The Tivoli Storage Manager API native libraries are separate from the Tivoli Storage Manager client. They are bundled as part of the Content Engine software, whereas you must download the Tivoli Storage Manager client from an IBM support site, such as the following website for a Tivoli Storage Manager 6.1 client:


If you use an application server specific deployment mechanism, such as IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment, to deploy Content Engine to a cluster, then make sure you complete the following tasks:

1. Copy the Tivoli Storage Manager API native library folder to each system where you run a Content Engine server in the cluster.

2. Ensure that the directory path for the Tivoli Storage Manager API native library folder is identical on each system. For example, always copy it to the following folder if that is the folder where the Content Engine installer initially installed it:

```
C:\Program Files\IBM\FileNet\ContentEngine\tsm100
```

3. Install the Tivoli Storage Manager client on each of these same systems.
**Tivoli Storage Manager options files**

The Tivoli Storage Manager client uses Tivoli Storage Manager options files to manage the connection to the Information Archive device. FileNet P8 creates and maintains these options files automatically in the directory specified by the Configuration Files Share property of the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD.

The directory that is specified by the Configuration Files Share property must be located on a network share that is accessible by all Content Engine servers in the FileNet P8 domain, using the same file path. This directory must also have read/write access for the operating system user who runs the Content Engine application server.

**Windows systems**

When the Content Engine is installed on Windows systems, the Tivoli Storage Manager client on each system for each Content Engine server uses the Tivoli Storage Manager options file located in the Configuration Files Share directory.

The Content Engine and the Windows system Tivoli Storage Manager client use the following options files:

- **FCDID.opt**

  This file contains all the configuration parameters that are used to connect to the Information Archive device. FCDID is the ID of the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD. For example:

  `19528730-E2CE-48AE-994B-593B8A46C128.opt`

  When changes are made to the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD, a backup of this options file is created that contains the previous values. The backup file uses the naming convention `FCDID.opt.xxxx`, where `xxxx` is the hexadecimal representation of the current time. For example:

  `19528730-E2CE-48AE-994B-593B8A46C128.opt.12ba85165e0`

- **IBMFileNetP8.opt**

  This file is typically empty but is required to be present for the Tivoli Storage Manager client. The Content Engine does not update this file, so no backup copies are made when the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD is updated.

**UNIX systems**

When the Content Engine is installed on a UNIX system, the Tivoli Storage Manager client on each UNIX system uses a local copy of the Tivoli Storage Manager options files under the Tivoli Storage Manager client installation directory. In this case, the Configuration Files Share directory holds a merged copy of all the Tivoli Storage Manager options files that are located on each UNIX system. This merged copy is used to keep all the local Tivoli Storage Manager
options files in sync with parameter changes made through the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD.

The location of the local Tivoli Storage Manager options file on each system is specified by the DSMI Directory property on the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD and must be the same on all UNIX hosts. For example:

/usr/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin

The following options files are used by the Content Engine and the UNIX system Tivoli Storage Manager client:

- **dsm.sys**
  This is the local file on each UNIX system that contains all the configuration parameters that are used to connect to the Information Archive device. It is located under the Tivoli Storage Manager client installation directory. For example:

  /usr/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsm.sys

- **FCDID.opt**
  This file contains the server name for the Tivoli Storage Manager connection referenced in the local dsm.sys file. It is located in the Configuration Files Share directory where FCDID is the ID of the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD. For example:

  19528730-E2CE-48AE-994B-593B8A46C128.opt

  This file is created when the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD is created. It is not updated, so no backups are maintained for it.

- **IBMFileNetP8.dsm.sys**
  This is the master dsm.sys file that holds the merged copy of all local dsm.sys files for each UNIX system. It is located in the Configuration Files Share directory.

  When changes are made to the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD, a backup of this file is created containing the previous values. The backup file uses the naming convention IBMFileNetP8.dsm.sys.xxxx, where xxxx is the hexadecimal representation of the current time. For example:

  IBMFileNetP8.dsm.sys.120aab0ef2b

### 4.4.3 Configure the Content Engine

In this section, we discuss the FileNet P8 objects that must be configured when integrating with the Information Archive device. We configure FileNet P8 in this section using FileNet Enterprise Manager.
IBM Tivoli Storage Manager FCD

FileNet P8 uses FCD objects to communicate with external repositories such as the Information Archive device. For the Information Archive device integration, create an FCD of type IBM Tivoli Storage Manager (FCD) by running the New Fixed Content Device wizard on FileNet Enterprise Manager.

You can have multiple Tivoli Storage Manager FCDs configured for the same Information Archive server. However, each FCD must use a different Node Name to establish a client session with the Information Archive device.

You can find the full list of configurable properties for the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD at:


We discuss a few of these properties further in this section to provide insight into how they affect the integration with the Information Archive device:

- **FCP Pool Max in Use**
  
  Controls the maximum number of concurrent connections to the Information Archive device for a single Tivoli Storage Manager FCD in a single Content Engine server. The Information Archive device uses its MAXSESSIONS property to control the number of sessions across all client nodes. Hence, the number of sessions originating from all Content Engine servers must be under this MAXSESSIONS limit.

  To calculate the maximum number of sessions that might originate from FileNet P8, use the following formula:

  \[(\text{Number of Content Engine servers}) \times (\text{FCP Pool Max in Use for each Tivoli Storage Manager FCD added together})\]

- **Configuration Files Share**
  
  Specifies the location for the generated Tivoli Storage Manager options files. This share must be accessible to all Content Engine instances of the FileNet P8 domain (using the same path), and must be backed up on a regular basis.

- **IP address**
  
  The IP address or computer name of the Tivoli Storage Manager server. This property corresponds to the TCPSERVERADDRESS option in the Tivoli Storage Manager options file.

- **Archive Protection Flag**
  
  The archive protection flag setting of the FCD must match the Archive Retention Protection value defined on the Tivoli Storage Manager server (set to true if protection is on, false if it is off). This property corresponds to the
ENABLEARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION option in the Tivoli Storage Manager options file. When integrating with the Information Archive device, this value should always be true.

- **Node Name**
  Tivoli Storage Manager client node to log on and access the Information Archive server. Each Tivoli Storage Manager FCD that is connected to the same Information Archive server must use a different node name.

- **Filespace Name**
  A logical space on the Information Archive device used to contain the data for this node. The file space name must begin with a forward slash (/). Use the file space to organize and manage the data on the Information Archive device for this node.

  It is not required that file space names be unique across Tivoli Storage Manager FCDs. However, if you want to associate a file space to a particular Tivoli Storage Manager node, provide a different file space name for each Tivoli Storage Manager FCD.

- **DSMI Directory**
  This value is set only on UNIX systems and must point to the Tivoli Storage Manager client installation on the local computer that contains the dsm.sys file. For example:

  /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin

- **Concurrent Tape Readers**
  Controls how many users can be waiting for tape to be mounted. When the value is exceeded, any user request to retrieve content from tape will be rejected by the Content Engine.

### Create a fixed storage area

The fixed storage area in the Content Engine is the area where content is uploaded by FileNet P8 applications and where content resides until it is transferred to the Information Archive device.

The storage area is also where retention is specified for the Information Archive device by associating the storage area to an Information Archive management class. FileNet P8 documents stored in this storage area are assigned a retention value that corresponds to the retention settings of the Information Archive management class.
**Create a storage area with no retention**

To create a storage area with no retention, choose a management class that you created on the Information Archive device with zero retention. FileNet P8 documents stored in this storage area have no retention enforcement by the Information Archive device. Follow these steps:

1. On FileNet Enterprise Manager, run the Create a Storage Area wizard and give a name to the storage area, for example `ia_0day_sa` as shown in Figure 4-5.

![Create a Storage Area](image)

*Figure 4-5  Storage area with no retention*
2. Specify the staging area path and choose the management class that you created in “Create storage and policy configurations” on page 48 that has no retention, as shown in Figure 4-6.

**Staging area path:** If you have multiple Content Engine servers, the staging area path must be on a network share that can be written to by all Content Engine servers using the same file path.

![Create a Storage Area](image)

*Figure 4-6 Management class with no retention*
3. Accept the default values on the next few screens, and click **Finish** to complete the wizard (Figure 4-7).

![Figure 4-7 Storage area summary](image)
Create a storage area with a 30 day retention

To create a storage area with a 30 day retention, choose a management class that you created on the Information Archive device with 30 day retention when running the Create a Storage Area wizard, as shown in Figure 4-8. FileNet P8 documents stored in this storage area cannot be deleted for at least 30 days.

![Create a Storage Area](image)

*Figure 4-8  Management class with 30 day retention*

Configure the content cache

If using hierarchical storage on the Information Archive device, where FileNet P8 content is migrated to a slow device such as tape, you must configure the FileNet P8 content cache.

Follow the instructions in the information center to create a content cache:

Figure 4-9 shows the summary page of the Create a Content Cache Area wizard that we used for this example.

**Using multiple Content Engine servers:** If you have multiple Content Engine servers, the Shared Folder for the content cache must be on a network share that can be written to by all Content Engine servers using the same file path. Thus, the operating system user who starts the Content Engine application server must have read/write access to the network share.

After creating a content cache area, assign it to a site as described in the information center:

Figure 4-10 shows that the content cache that we created, p8_ia_cache, is assigned to the Initial Site. Make sure this name displays in the Selected Content Cache Area field.

Figure 4-10  Assign content cache area to a site
Enable the content cache for all fixed storage areas that are associated with the Information Archive server. On FileNet Enterprise Manager:

1. Select the storage area Properties option.
2. On the Configuration tab and select the Allowed option in the Content Caching section, as shown in Figure 4-11.

![Figure 4-11 Content Caching Allowed option](image)

### 4.4.4 Test the integration

Always test the integration to make sure that everything is set up correctly. To test, we add a document to each of the fixed storage areas that we created. These documents are stored on the Information Archive device.

We add the documents in this example using a storage policy that is explicitly selected to be the same as the storage area that we created earlier for the Information Archive device. A better practice is to create a FileNet P8 document class and specify the Information Archive storage policy as the default storage policy for this new class. Then, when instances of this new document class are created, they are stored in the Information Archive storage area by default.
Add a document
Use the following steps to add a document using FileNet Enterprise Manager:

1. Select your **object store → Root Folder** on the FileNet Enterprise Manager navigation pane.

2. Choose **Action → New Document**.

3. Follow the instructions in the Create New Document Wizard to create a document with content, as shown in Figure 4-12.

![Create New Document Wizard](image)

*Figure 4-12  Create new document wizard*
4. Select the storage policy for the document that corresponds to the storage area created in “Create a storage area with no retention” on page 57 and complete the wizard by clicking **Finish**, as shown in Figure 4-13.

![Create New Document Wizard](image)

*Figure 4-13  Assign document to storage policy with no retention*
5. Create another document, repeating steps 1-4. On the final step, select the storage policy that corresponds to the storage area that you created in “Create a storage area with a 30 day retention” on page 60 and complete the wizard by clicking Finish. See Figure 4-14.

![Figure 4-14 Assign document to storage policy with 30 day retention](image)

**Verify document storage location**

To verify that the document that we just added is stored on the Information Archive device, use the Tivoli Storage Manager administration command line client:

```
dsmadmc
```
Run the command shown in Figure 4-15 that displays the number of files in the Information Archive device that belong to a given node. The result shows that node p8, the node used by our Tivoli Storage Manager FCD, has two files associated with it. This number corresponds to the two documents that we just added in the Content Engine using FileNet Enterprise Manager.

```
  tsm: SSAM1>SELECT node_name, SUM(num_files) as "Number of files"
        FROM occupancy GROUP BY node_name
  NODE_NAME   Number of files
         -------   ---------------------
          P8       2
```

*Figure 4-15  Command line to display number of files for node after documents created*

Now delete the document that we created with no retention from the Content Engine using FileNet Enterprise Manager (see Figure 4-16) and validate that it is deleted from the Information Archive device by confirming the new value for Number of files.

Note that we run the `expire inventory` command first to force the Information Archive device to remove documents that can be deleted rather than waiting for the Information Archive device’s automated expiration process to run.

```
  tsm: SSAM1>expire inventory
  ANS8003I Process number 131 started.
  tsm: SSAM1>SELECT node_name, SUM(num_files) as "Number of files"
        FROM occupancy GROUP BY node_name
  NODE_NAME   Number of files
         -------   ---------------------
          P8       1
```

*Figure 4-16  Expire inventory*
4.5 Hints and tips

This section provides best practices, hints, and tips for your integration planning and implementation.

4.5.1 Best practices

Consider the following best practices when integrating FileNet P8 and an Information Archive device:

- Always use a disk storage pool as opposed to a tape storage pool as the primary storage pool that is associated with a management class used by FileNet P8.
- Do not modify the retention settings of the Information Archive management class after you have started using it with FileNet P8. The retention date for documents already created in FileNet P8 does not change.
- When using IBM Enterprise Records with the Information Archive device, use a management class with zero retention, using the event based retention mechanism, so that IBM Enterprise Records can control all retention policies and dispositions.
- Use the event based retention scheme on the Information Archive device rather than a chronological retention scheme when defining management classes to use with FileNet P8. This method results in less load on the Tivoli Storage Manager server and better performance than chronological retention.
- Ensure that the directory specified by the Configuration Files Share property on the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD is on a network share that allows all Content Engine servers in a cluster to write to the directory using the same file system path.
- If you have multiple Tivoli Storage Manager FCDs for the same Information Archive server, use a different node name for each FCD.
- Make sure that you include the Configuration Files Share directory and the DSMI directories on UNIX in your backup planning for FileNet P8.
- Create a FileNet P8 document class with a default storage policy set for your Information Archive storage area to use for all documents that you want to store on the Information Archive device.
- To improve retrieval of large documents stored on the Information Archive device, use the Content Engine content cache. When a large document is requested, the content cache begins populating the file in its cache using a single Tivoli Storage Manager session. Multiple round trips from a FileNet P8 client to the Content Engine server for chunks of this document's content only access this cache file. If the content cache is not used, each Content Engine
server can establish separate Tivoli Storage Manager sessions to the Information Archive device to retrieve chunks of this document's content.

To improve the retrieval of large numbers of documents at a time, increase the value of the **FCP Pool Max in Use** property on the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD. This value increases the number of concurrent requests that can be satisfied for a FileNet P8 client. You might also have to increase the **MAXSESSIONS** option on the Information Archive device as described in “Modify the Information Archive device server parameters” on page 50.

### 4.5.2 FileNet P8 configuration troubleshooting

If you cannot create Tivoli Storage Manager FCD, there is either a configuration problem or a communication problem to the Information Archive device.

Check the FileNet P8 error log for the following clues:

- Check whether the Content Engine application server uses a 32-bit or 64-bit JVM. If it uses a 32-bit JVM, make sure that you have installed a 32-bit Tivoli Storage Manager client. Likewise, if it uses a 64-bit JVM, make sure that you have installed a 64-bit Tivoli Storage Manager client.

  Note that a 32-bit JVM can run on a 64-bit operating system. So do not assume Content Engine uses a 64-bit JVM just because it is running on a 64-bit operating system.

- Verify that the operating system user account that starts the Content Engine application server, such as WebSphere, can write to the directory that is specified by the **Configuration Files Share** property on the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD.

### 4.5.3 Logs

This section describes how to set up logging for FileNet P8 and the Tivoli Storage Manager client.

**FileNet P8 logs**

Use FileNet Enterprise Manager to enable trace logging on Content Engine using the instructions in the information center:


In the Trace Control window of FileNet Enterprise Manager, enable detail trace for the Content Storage and Fixed Content Provider subsystems.
**Tivoli Storage Manager client logs**

Enable Tivoli Storage Manager client tracing by manually editing the Tivoli Storage Manager options file that is located in the Configuration Files Share directory specified in the Tivoli Storage Manager FCD. The `FCDID.opt` file is used to control Tivoli Storage Manager client tracing for both Windows and UNIX Content Engine environments. See “Tivoli Storage Manager options files” on page 53 for additional information.

Add the following lines at the end of the file:

```
TRACEFILE /opt/ibm/tsmclient.log
TRACEFLAGS api api_detail comm commdetail verbinfo verbdetail timestamp
```

You can adjust the path to the tracefile, as appropriate.

Make sure that you write the `TRACEFILE` to a location specific to each Content Engine server host. For example, do not put it in a shared network folder where multiple Content Engine servers can write to the same trace file.

Restart all Content Engine servers in the cluster to enable tracing.

To disable Tivoli Storage Manager tracing, remove the trace lines added to the `FCDID.opt` file. Then restart all Content Engine servers in the cluster.

### 4.6 Summary

This chapter provided a description of IBM FileNet P8 integration with the Information Archive device as an archive storage system with hierarchical storage devices and retention capabilities. We explained the integration architecture of FileNet P8 and the Information Archive device including:

- Deployment model
- Data model
- Retention
- Hierarchical storage

We also covered the steps that are required to set up FileNet P8 and the Information Archive device to enable this integration.

Finally, we provided some basic best practices and tips to help with installation, configuration, and troubleshooting the integration.
In this chapter, we discuss the integration between IBM Content Manager and the IBM Information Archive device. We describe the required configuration to enable IBM Content Manager to work with the Information Archive device.

This chapter includes the following topics:

- Introduction
- IBM Content Manager overview
- Integration architecture
- Integration implementation
- Hints and tips
- Summary
5.1 Introduction

Today’s organizations face the challenge of archiving information for long-term retention. For some organizations, IBM Content Manager is already part of their overall enterprise content management strategy. For others, there is no such strategy or solution.

From a software perspective, you can use IBM Content Collector to collect email, files, and application data and store them in an IBM Content Manager content repository. You can also use this solution in combination with other products, such as IBM Classification Module, IBM Content Analytics, IBM Enterprise Records, IBM eDiscovery Manager, and IBM eDiscovery Analyzer, to provide advanced content classification, analysis, records management, and eDiscovery capabilities.

From a hardware perspective, for long-term, retention managed storage, IBM Content Manager integrates with the IBM Information Archive device to provide an end-to-end archiving infrastructure. In addition, organizations with an existing enterprise content management repository, such as IBM Content Manager, can now require a compliance storage solution to house their current content collections.

5.2 IBM Content Manager overview

IBM Content Manager is a highly scalable and secure repository that allows document creation, indexing, securing, and life cycle management, that delivers to authorized users, and that integrates content with other applications. IBM Content Manager manages a variety of digital content, such as images, word processor, spreadsheets, multimedia, and email messages across multiple platforms, databases, and applications.

IBM Content Manager can handle a large volume of documents within the same system. It provides a powerful security scheme to assign different privileges to users. IBM Content Manager provides a set of APIs to allow integration of enterprise applications with IBM Content Manager repository. It also provides a document routing engine to automate content-centric workflows.

IBM Content Manager provides organizations with the following benefits:

- A flexible data model for document metadata and relationships to meet the organization’s needs.
- A flexible, yet powerful authorization model to maintain documents secrecy and confidentiality.
- Flexible storage management techniques to use a variety of storage devices and to meet retention policies.
- Flexible APIs to integrate with other applications.
- The ability to extend its capabilities, such as incorporating with records management to meet the organization’s strategies.

### 5.2.1 IBM Content Manager architecture

If you go into a library to look for a book, the first thing you do is browse through the library’s catalog (either online or using the index cards). In the library’s catalog, you can search for a book by its category or subject, the book title, or the author’s name. The catalog can also tell you the location of the book on the shelf. You can then go to the shelf and get the book.

IBM Content Manager architecture is similar to the library catalog example that we mention here. IBM Content Manager consists of the following major components:

- The Library Server, which represents a library’s catalog
- The Resource Manager, which represents the shelves in the library that hold the books

A typical IBM Content Manager system contains only one Library Server and one or more Resource Managers. The Library Server and Resource Manager are loosely coupled logical components that can be installed on the same system or on different systems.
Figure 5-1 shows the IBM Content Manager system architecture.

**Library Server**

The Library Server is the “mind” of a Content Manager system. It is a centralized component containing system’s definitions for document types, security, workflow, and configurations. It also stores document metadata. The Library Server consists mainly of a database that includes all this information. Clients communicate with the Library Server by calling stored procedures on the Library Server database.

When a user connects to the system, the system performs an authentication operation using the Library Server’s defined users. When the user logs in successfully, the user performs a search operation for a document, also referred as an *item*. A set of tokenized search results is returned to the user. Depending on the user’s authorization, the user can perform a variety of actions on the documents. To access the document content, the token is passed to the Resource Manager to retrieve the document from the repository.
**Resource Manager**

The Resource Manager is the “muscle” of the system. It consists of the following major components:

- **Resource Manager database**: A database that is used internally to manage stored files.

- **Resource Manager application**: A J2EE application that is responsible for delivering (or retrieving) documents to users and for storing documents that are imported (or scanned) by users.

- **Resource Manager services**: Services that perform operations, such as data replication, data purge, and data migration, from one storage device to another.

Documents are stored in the Resource Manager in the following ways:

- **LBOSDATA (file system structure)**: Enables storing documents on local disks, SAN storage, NAS storage, or DASD storage.

- **Tivoli Storage Manager**: Enables storing documents on other storage devices, including the Information Archive device. Through this mechanism, you can also define document retention policies. In addition, it provides documents Hierarchal Storage Management, which allows moving documents from one storage device to another until the document’s final disposition.

When a Resource Manager application receives a token that is generated by the Library Server, it decrypts the token. Then, it searches for the entry in the Resource Manager database for the actual location of the document. Finally, it retrieves the document and returns it to the user.

For more information about IBM Content Manager, refer to:


For IBM Content Manager product documentation, refer to:

http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?rs=86&uid=swg27015910

For the IBM Content Manager help center, visit the information center at:

http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/cmgmt/v8r4m0/index.jsp

To implement and configure IBM Content Manager, refer to *Content Manager Implementation and Migration Cookbook*, SG24-7051.
5.2.2 Benefits of using an Information Archive device with IBM Content Manager

The Information Archive device adds the following major enhancements to IBM Content Manager:

- Compliance and retention management
- Storage management

Compliance and retention management
Enterprises worldwide are facing challenges to comply with internal regulations with industry and country regulations. This challenge includes the challenge of preserving documents and emails from being deleted or updated for any reason.

Integrating IBM Content Manager and the Information Archive device provides a solid retention framework to protect a company’s documents and to mitigate risks.

The Information Archive device prevents documents from being physically deleted (intentionally or by mistake) at the storage level, assuring that a document is never deleted before its retention period expires. For each document type, a different retention policy can be applied.

The Information Archive device supports retention holds. Placing a hold on a document is required when the document is or might be used as an evidence in a legal or discovery case. To prevent potential deletion of the document through the normal disposition cycle, you can apply the necessary legal hold, and the document is preserved until the removal of the hold.

An example of an end-to-end archiving solution that integrated the Information Archive device and IBM Content Manager is IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery. This solution comes with software bundle preinstalled and preconfigured on the hardware, which helps to simplify and accelerate the implementation of an end-to-end archiving and eDiscovery solution from weeks to days.

An important aspect of this bundle is responding to audit and litigation issues. Preserving documents and finding documents are two sides of the same coin; they are both inseparable and are key for any organization. This solution is the perfect solution to preserve documents and then to respond to discovery requests promptly.

Storage management
The Information Archive device is a scalable storage appliance whose capacity can surpass 600 TB of storage capacity. In addition, it provides extensive
capability for document deduplication and compression to maximize the use of the initial capacity.

Also, the Information Archive device adds to IBM Content Management tiered storage management capabilities. The following example helps to explain the concept of tiered storage management.

Your company wants to store electronic contracts for a period of 30 years after the contract is completed.

For the first 2 years immediately after the contract completion date, the electronic contracts are accessed frequently as reference for other related new contracts. At this early stage of the contracts life cycle, the contracts are stored on a fast storage to serve the frequent access requests.

For the next 5 years, the electronic contracts are no longer accessed as often. They are rarely retrieved to be used as reference for new projects. Thus, they are stored on a medium speed online storage, such as SATA disks.

Finally, for the remaining 23 years, these contracts are almost never accessed, except for special occasions such as in the case of litigation. For this last stage, the contracts are kept on tapes for long-term archiving.

IBM Content Manager integrates with Tivoli Storage Manager to fulfill the tiered storage management requirements.

The IBM Information Archive device (its predecessors being DR550 and DR450) are the perfect solution to be combined with fast storage devices because they provide a variety of storage media types, such as slow disks and tapes. This complete solution mitigates risks of compliance and discovery while reducing storage costs by compressing data and eliminating duplicates and by enhancing overall system performance, including content management repository, messaging systems, file shares, and so forth.

For more information about the Information Archive device, refer to:
http://www.ibm.com/systems/storage/disk/archive/

Also, consult the information center at:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/tivihelp/v37r1/index.jsp

For more information about the Information Archive architecture and deployment, refer to IBM Information Archive Architecture and Deployment, SG24-7843.
5.3 Integration architecture

The Information Archive device is the latest generation of information retention solutions. It is designed as a universal storage repository for all types of content (structured or unstructured) to help organizations of any size address complete information retention needs.

Tivoli Storage Manager is mainly used for backup and restore solutions. However, it plays an important role with IBM Content Manager. Tivoli Storage Manager is a mediator to read or write to more than 700 different types of storage devices, including the Information Archive device. It has the following components:

► Tivoli Storage Manager server
   The Tivoli Storage Manager server component provides backup, archive, and space management services to the clients over the objects that are stored in the final archive repository, for example the Information Archive device. The Tivoli Storage Manager server component must be installed on the Information Archive device.

► Tivoli Storage Manager client
   The Tivoli Storage Manager client must be installed on the Resource Manager system. The Resource Manager uses Tivoli Storage Manager backup and restore APIs to fully control documents and to perform operations such as document archiving, deletion, or moving of documents from one storage device to another.

The remainder of this section describes:

► A deployment model for the Content Manager and Information Archive components
► A data model for Content Manager and Information Archive objects
► Retention
► Hierarchical storage

5.3.1 Deployment model

IBM Content Manager uses the Tivoli Storage Manager Archive Client API to communicate with the Information Archive device through the Tivoli Storage Manager server component interface. Thus, it requires that the Tivoli Storage Manager client software is installed in the system that hosts the Resource Manager server.
Figure 5-2 illustrates Tivoli Storage Manager deployment in an IBM Content Manager environment.

The deployment model consists of the following components:

- **CM8 Resource Manager server**
  IBM Content Manager (CM8) Resource Manager server is the physical server on which the Resource Manager runs. If there are multiple Resource Manager servers installed in a system, a Tivoli Storage Manager client must be installed on each server.

- **Tivoli Storage Manager options file**
  The Tivoli Storage Manager options file hold the connection parameters that are used by the Tivoli Storage Manager client to communicate with the Information Archive device. We discuss how to create the Tivoli Storage Manager options file in “Create the Tivoli Storage Manager options file (Tivoli Storage Manager client)” on page 88.

- **Tivoli Storage Manager server**
  The Tivoli Storage Manager server provides backup, archive, and space management services to the clients. It enables IBM Content Manager to store data on the Information Archive device. The Tivoli Storage Manager server can be installed in the same host system where the Tivoli Storage Manager client resides or the Tivoli Storage Manager server component that is included in the Information Archive device can be used.

- **The Information Archive device**
  The Information Archive device has a Tivoli Storage Manager server component that manages the storage and retrieval of objects that are stored
on the Information Archive device for application clients that use the Tivoli Storage Manager client API.

In the remaining sections of the chapter, we discuss how to configure Content Manager to use the Information Archive device.

5.3.2 Data model

Figure 5-3 depicts the data model relationships between the Content Manager and the Information Archive device objects.

![Diagram showing data model relationships between Content Manager and Information Archive device objects]

We describe each of these Tivoli Storage Manager objects in more detail in “Create storage and policy configurations (Tivoli Storage Manager server)” on page 87. When Content Manager documents are transferred to the Information Archive device for persistent storage, they are stored in the disk storage pool that is associated with the node.

From the disk storage pool, documents can be migrated further to other storage pools, as described in 5.3.4, “Hierarchical storage” on page 85. This migration to other storage pools is transparent to Content Manager.
5.3.3 Retention

Retention relates to when a document can be deleted. Retention is the length of time a file is stored in the archive. Documents cannot be deleted until the retention period associated with the document has passed. When using Content Manager with the Information Archive device, retention can be enforced using one of the following mechanisms:

- The Information Archive device
- Content Manager, Tivoli Storage Manager

Retention enforced by the Information Archive device

Content Manager supports static retention, which is applied when a document is checked in and which prevents deletion until after the retention period expires. When connected to the Information Archive device, Content Manager can use either the chronological or event-based retention scheme that is used by the Information Archive device to enforce this retention.

Content Manager uses the behavior of the Tivoli Storage Manager management class to control when a document can be deleted. Although either scheme can be used, the preferred practice is to use event-based retention, because it does not require that a hold be placed on a document when it is created. This hold results in less load on the Tivoli Storage Manager server and better performance than chronological retention.

Content Manager always remains in control of the document deletion process. Thus, although the Information Archive device supports the automatic deletion of objects after their retention period has expired, Content Manager will not allow automatic deletion until after the retention period has expired and until a user specifically deletes the associated document from the Content Manager. When both conditions are met, Content Manager relinquishes control of the Tivoli Storage Manager object, allowing the Information Archive device to delete it automatically.

Note that deletion on the Information Archive device typically happens as a background process. Thus, requests by Content Manager to delete an object on the Information Archive device might not occur immediately. You can set up automatic expiration processing on the Information Archive device using the EXPINTERVAL server option. The Information Archive device inventory expiration process removes files based on the archive copy groups of the management classes to which the files are bound.
To control retention while suppressing automatic deletion, Content Manager uses the following specific parameters of the retention schemes that are available in the Information Archive device as shown in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1  Retention parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter and Purpose</th>
<th>Value for Chronological Retention</th>
<th>Value for Event-Based Retention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RETINIT determines when to initiate the retention period defined in the RETVER attribute</td>
<td>CREATION (start counting when the object is archived)</td>
<td>EVENT (start counting when the event is triggered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETVER number of days to retain the archived object after retention is initiated</td>
<td>0 to 30,000 days, or NOLIMIT</td>
<td>0 to 30,000 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETMIN minimum number of days to retain the archived object</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>n, where n represents a number of days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Chronological retention**

Using this method of retention prevents a file from being deleted until it has been retained for a defined time. A chronological management class uses the RETVER parameter to protect a Tivoli Storage Manager object. The RETVER parameter defines the number of days that the object should be retained, starting from the date that the object is stored on the Information Archive device.

Tivoli Storage Manager automatically deletes objects when their retention period (RETVER) on the Information Archive device has expired. To enable Content Manager to retain control of the objects with chronological retention, the Content Manager places a hold on the object after creation. Later, when the document is finally eligible for deletion, after the RETVER has expired and a user deletes the associated document, the Content Manager releases the hold and allows the Tivoli Storage Manager automatic deletion process to delete the object.

Placing a hold on an object uses the IBM System Storage Archive Manager component of the Information Archive device. This component is the same as the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager with the archiveretentionprotection attribute set to on.

When you create a Tivoli Storage Manager management class to support chronological retention, use the following parameters:

RETINIT=CREATION
RETVER=<actual retention period>
**Event-based retention**

All management classes with an archive copy group must specify a retention period, for example the number of days that an archived object will be stored on the server before being deleted. An event-based retention policy provides the option of beginning the retention period either at the time the object is archived or at a later date when an activation event is sent to the server for that object.

Using this method of retention prevents documents from being deleted until an event is signaled. The event is signaled when the retention time (RETVER) is activated through an API retention event. The System Storage Archive Manager collection then assigns an expiration date for this object.

An event-based retention (EBR) management class has two retention settings that combine to protect a Tivoli Storage Manager object:

- The RETMIN parameter defines the minimum retention period for the object from creation time.
- The RETVER parameter defines the retention from the time of activation.

As long as the EBR activate event is not issued, the object is protected from deletion, no matter what the value is for RETMIN. When the EBR activate event is issued, the retention period that is defined in RETVER is applied from that moment. The retention period set in RETVER can overlap with RETMIN. For example, if RETVER=0 and the activate event is issued during the RETMIN period, the object continues to be protected until RETMIN expires.

Content Manager uses the behavior of the EBR management class to control when the Tivoli Storage Manager object can be deleted. If you set in Tivoli Storage Manager an EBR management class with RETMIN=365 and RETVER=0, Content Manager calculates the delete date (today + 365 days) and writes it to the ContentRetentionDate attribute of the document. When a user wants to delete the document more than one year later, the Content Manager delete call sends an activate event to the Tivoli Storage Manager server, and because RETVER=0, the retention expires immediately, which allows the object to be deleted automatically by the Tivoli Storage Manager background task.

---

**Note:** Chronological retention cannot be used for a zero duration retention. If you need to define a zero duration retention, use the event-based retention that we describe in the next section.
When you create a Tivoli Storage Manager management class to support event-based retention, use the following parameters:

- RETINIT=EVENT
- RETVER=0
- RETMIN=<actual retention period>

**Deletion hold**

You can use a deletion hold (also called a retention hold or legal hold) to retain a file longer than the minimum retention period that it was originally assigned. For example, a deletion hold can be used if a file needs to be saved for the duration of a legal or company-required audit.

A deletion hold can be applied to an archived file at any time during its retention period. The file is retained until a deletion release is applied. If a deletion release is not applied, the object is retained indefinitely. A deletion hold can be placed on a file with either a chronological archive retention or an event-based retention policy.

You can hold a file by using an archiving client to issue a retention event with the Hold parameter. When you no longer need to hold the document, use an archiving client to issue a retention event with the Release parameter. A file in a deletion hold cannot be deleted until you release it.

**Retention enforced by IBM Content Manager, Tivoli Storage Manager**

The definition of the Tivoli Storage Manager storage system is slightly different when retention protection is enabled. There are two supported retention modes:

- Standard
- Aggregate

The aggregate retention option improves performance when most of the files being stored are small ones. With standard retention, migration does not start until a specified amount of data is ready to be migrated. Configuration is the same for both retention modes.

**Tip:** Selecting the correct retention mode can improve migrator performance. You can change between retention modes at any time by changing a few configuration settings.

We discuss how to configure the Tivoli Storage Manager storage system in more detail in 5.4.1, “Configure Tivoli Storage Manager” on page 86.
5.3.4 Hierarchical storage

A migration policy is a user-defined schedule for moving objects from one storage class to the next. It describes the retention and class transition characteristics for a group of objects in a storage hierarchy. Creating a migration policy and defining the migrator schedule automates the migration of objects so you do not have to manually monitor migration. (Tivoli Storage Manager calls its migration policies management classes.)

Each migration policy belongs to a collection of objects and contains the rules for migrating the objects in that collection. When you create your migration policy, you decide how long to store a collection in a storage system. An object is set to migrate according to the retention period that is specified in its migration policy. However, if the volume becomes full, the object might migrate early because of threshold migration.

The threshold cycle is the amount of time in hours and minutes that must elapse before the system checks the capacity of volumes. You specify the threshold cycle in the Threshold field on the Cycles page of the Resource Manager Configuration window. Threshold migration works just like normal migration, except that it occurs when the volume space exceeds the threshold.

The Information Archive device supports hierarchical storage capabilities to allow you to create policies so data is stored on the type of media that best meets data longevity, access speed, and cost needs. For example, with the Information Archive device, you can attach tape devices to archive data that is accessed infrequently.

Migration automates moving data from one type of media to another as media needs change and as new types of media become available in the market.

When using hierarchical storage with Content Manager, keep in mind the following important considerations:

- Always use a disk storage pool as the first storage pool for incoming documents from Content Manager. For example, Content Manager documents should not be written directly to a tape storage pool. This method can lead to performance problems when transferring documents from Content Manager to the Information Archive device.

  Instead, set up additional storage pools and migration policies from the incoming disk storage pool for these other media types such as tape.

  You can arrange storage pools in a storage hierarchies, which consist of at least one primary storage pool to which a client node backs up, archives, or migrates data. Typically, data is stored initially in a disk storage pool for fast
client restores and then moved to a tape-based storage pool, which is slower to access but which has greater capacity.

- When using tape, adjust the MOUNTWAIT and MOUNTRETENTION parameters of the device class for the tape library and the IDLETIMEOUT parameters for the system. Adjusting these parameters prevents Content Manager users from waiting for an unreasonable length of time when retrieving documents stored on tape.

### 5.4 Integration implementation

The implementation example in this section describes how to set up a storage configuration on an Information Archive device that is integrated with IBM Content Manager. The high-level steps are as follows:

1. **Configure Tivoli Storage Manager**
   - a. Create storage and policy configurations (Tivoli Storage Manager server).
   - b. Create the Tivoli Storage Manager options file (Tivoli Storage Manager client).

2. **Configure the Resource Manager**:
   - a. Create a collection in the Resource Manager to use the Information Archive device as a permanent storage device.
   - b. Assign the collection to the desired item type.

3. **Test the integration.**

We cover the details of each steps in the following sections.

#### 5.4.1 Configure Tivoli Storage Manager

In this section, we show how to configure Tivoli Storage Manager to enable IBM Content Manager to store data on the Information Archive device. This configuration requires the following high-level steps:

1. **Create storage and policy configuration**:
   - a. Create a storage pool.
   - b. Assign a volume to this storage pool.
   - c. Create a policy domain.
   - d. Create a policy set.
   - e. Create a management class.
f. Create a backup copy group.
g. Set the created management class as default for policy set.
h. Validate and activate the policy set.
i. Register the node to allow communication between IBM Content Manager server (that is, the Tivoli Storage Manager client on the Resource Manager system) and the Tivoli Storage Manager server.

2. Create the Tivoli Storage Manager options file.

Create storage and policy configurations (Tivoli Storage Manager server)

To create storage and policy configuration, perform these steps:

1. From the Tivoli Storage Manager server, open the Tivoli Storage Manager Console and log in.

2. Start the Command dialog box by expanding the tree on the left to Tivoli Storage Manager → <server_name> → TSM Server → Command Line. See Figure 5-4.

![Figure 5-4 Tivoli Storage Manager Management Console and the Command Line](image)

3. Create a storage pool by entering the following command:

```
DEFINE STGPOOL IA_POOL DISK DESCRIPTION="IA Storage Pool"
```
4. Assign a *storage volume* of 100 MB (or other desired value) to the storage pool:
   
   ```
   DEFINE VOLUME IA_POOL DISK FORMATSIZE=100 WAIT=YES
   ```

5. Create a *policy domain* and a *policy*:
   
   ```
   DEFINE DOMAIN IA_DOMAIN DESCRIPTION="IA Policy Domain"
   DEFINE POLICYSET IA_DOMAIN IA_POLICY DESCRIPTION="IA Policy Set"
   ```

6. Create a *management class*:
   
   ```
   DEFINE MGMTCLASS IA_DOMAIN IA_POLICY IA_DISK DESCRIPTION="IA Management Class"
   ```

7. Create a *backup copy group* for the created management class and set the destination as the Information Archive device defined storage pool:
   
   ```
   DEFINE COPYGROUP IA_DOMAIN IA_POLICY IA_DISK DESTINATION=IA_POOL
   VEREXISTS=1 VERDELETED=0
   ```

8. Set IA_DISK management class as default:
   
   ```
   ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS IA_DOMAIN IA_POLICY IA_DISK
   ```

9. Validate the policy set and activate the policy set using the following command:
   
   ```
   VALIDATE POLICYSET IA_DOMAIN IA_POLICY
   ACTIVATE POLICYSET IA_DOMAIN IA_POLICY
   ```

10. Register a node to allow the Resource Manager to connect to Tivoli Storage Manager server:
    
    ```
    REGISTER NODE cmdemo password DOMAIN=IA_DOMAIN BACKDELETE=YES
    FORCEPWRESET=NO
    ```

11. Close the Tivoli Storage Manager management console.

**Create the Tivoli Storage Manager options file (Tivoli Storage Manager client)**

To create the Tivoli Storage Manager options file, perform the following operations on the Tivoli Storage Manager client system, which is the same system as the Resource Manager:

1. Open the TSM Client Configuration Wizard by clicking **Start → Programs → Tivoli Storage Manager → Backup-Archive GUI**.
2. Click **Next**.
3. Choose **Create a new options file** and click **Next**.
4. Enter `cmdemo` in the Node Name field, and click **Next**.
5. For communication method, choose **TCP/IP** and click **Next**.
6. Enter the Tivoli Storage Manager server's IP address, enter 1500 as the port number, and click **Next**.

7. Leave the defaults for the next windows.

8. Click **Apply** to confirm the configuration.

9. When prompted for a user name and password, set the user name to ia_node and set the appropriate password.

10. Click **Finish**.

11. Enable archiving and retention on the Information Archive server:
   a. Open the Tivoli Storage Manager options file using a note pad or another text editor:
      ```
      C:\Program Files\tivoli\tsm\baclient\dsm.opt
      ```
   b. At the end of the file, add the following line:
      ```
      ENABLEARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION YES
      ```

   Figure 5-5 shows the added line at the end of the file.

   ```
   NODENAME CMDEMO
   TCPERVERADDRESS 192.168.2.129
   TCPPORT 1500
   ENABLEARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION YES
   ```

   Figure 5-5  Tivoli Storage Manager options file sample

   This concludes the configuration on the Tivoli Storage Manager server and client sides. Now, you can make the necessary configuration changes on the IBM Content Manager side.
5.4.2 Configure the Resource Manager

In this section, we show the steps to configure the IBM Content Manager Resource Manager to store documents on the Information Archive device. This configuration requires the following high-level steps:

1. Create a collection in the Resource Manager to use the Information Archive device as a permanent storage device:
   a. Create a server.
   b. Enable the Tivoli Storage Manager Class.
   c. Create a Storage Class.
   d. Create a Storage Group.
   e. Create a Tivoli Storage Manager Storage System.
   f. Create a Migration Policy.
   g. Create a Workstation Collection.

2. Assign the collection to the desired item type.

Create a collection in the Resource Manager to use the Information Archive device as a permanent storage device

To configure the Resource Manager to store documents on the Information Archive device:

1. Open IBM Content Manager System Administration Client by selecting Start → Programs → IBM DB2® Content Manager Enterprise Edition → System Administration Client.

2. Log in using the default icmadmin user ID (or another ID that you use for administrator) and the associated password.


4. Create a new server definition:
   a. Right-click Server Definitions and select New.
   b. Enter the following information when prompted:
      - Name: cmdemo
      - Server Type: Select Tivoli Storage Manager
      - Hostname: Enter the host name or IP address
      - User ID: cmdemo
      - Password: password
      - Port Number: 1500
      - Client Options File: C:\Program Files\tivoli\tsm\baclient\dsm.opt
c. Leave default values for the remainder of the fields. See Figure 5-6.
d. Click **OK**.

![Server Definition Properties - cmdemo](image)

*Figure 5-6  Add a new server on the Resource Manager*
5. Update the ICMADDM device manager properties:
   a. Click **Device Managers**, right-click **ICMADDM**, and select **Properties**.
   b. Enter the following parameter values (see Figure 5-7):
      - Parameters: mode=retention_aggregate
      - Class: TSM
      - Device Manager: Select **Enable**
   c. Click **OK**.
6. Create a new storage class:
   a. Right-click **Storage Classes** and select **New**.
   b. Enter the following parameters (see Figure 5-8):
      - Name: IA_CLASS
      - Destination: Select **Local Destination**
      - Device Manager: Select **ICMADDM**
   c. Click **OK**.

![New Storage Class](image)

*Figure 5-8  Configure a new storage class*
7. Create a new storage group:
   a. Right-click **Storage Groups** and select **New**.
   b. Enter the following parameters (see Figure 5-9):
      - Name: IA_SG
   c. Click **OK**.

*Figure 5-9  Configure storage groups*
8. Create a new Tivoli Storage Manager volume:
   a. Expand **Storage Systems**.
   b. Right-click **Tivoli Storage Manager Volume** and select **New**.
   c. Enter the following parameters (see Figure 5-10):
      - TSM Management Class: IA_DISK
      - Server Name: Select **cmdemo**
      - Storage Class: Select **IA_CLASS**
      - Assignment: Select **Assigned** and choose **IA_SG**.
   d. Click **OK**.

![Tivoli Storage Manager Volume Properties - IA_DISK](image)

*Figure 5-10  Create a new storage system*
9. Create a new migration policy (see Figure 5-11):
   a. Right-click **Migration Policies** and select **New**.
   b. Enter the following parameters:
      - Name: IA_MIG_POL
   c. Click **Add** and enter the following parameters:
      - Storage Class: Select **IA_CLASS**
      - Retention Period: Select **Forever**
   d. Click **OK** to save the new storage class in the migration policy.
   e. Click **OK** to save the migration policy.

![New Migration Policy screenshot](image)

*Figure 5-11  Create a new migration policy*
10. Create a new workstation collection:

a. Right-click **Workstation Collections** and select **New**.

b. Enter the following parameters (see Figure 5-12):
   - **Name**: IA_COLL
   - **Migration Policy**: Select **IA_MIG_POL**
   - **Storage Group**: Select **IA_SG**

c. Click **OK**.

![Workstation Collection Properties - IA_COLL](image)

*Figure 5-12  Create a new workstation collection*

So far, you have created a definition on the Resource Manager to use the Information Archive device as a permanent storage device. Now, it is time to set the storage for an item type to the storage the collection that we have just defined.
Assign the collection to the desired item type

To set the item type of the documents that you want to store on the Information Archive device to the collection that you created previously, follow these steps:

1. Click the Document Management tab.
2. For each of the fields, complete the following steps (as shown in Figure 5-13):
   a. Click the item type.
   b. Click Edit.
   c. For collection, select IA_COLL.
   d. Click OK.

![Figure 5-13 Assign the collection to the item type](image)

Now, you can test the integration.

5.4.3 Test the integration

Always test the integration to make sure everything is set up correctly. To test, add documents to the item type that was assigned to the newly created collection. These documents should be stored on the Information Archive device.

Add a document

Use the following steps to add a document:

1. Open Tivoli Storage Manager Administrative Command Line Client by clicking Start → Run → Type dsmadmc.
2. Execute the following query before adding any document:
   
   ```sql
   SELECT node_name, SUM(num_files) FROM occupancy GROUP BY node_name
   
   Save the result number for later comparison.
   ```
3. Open IBM Content Manager Client for Windows from **Start** → **Programs** → **IBM DB2 Content Manager Enterprise Edition** → **Client for Windows**.

4. Log in using the default `icmadmin` user ID (or another ID that you use for administrator) and the associated password.

5. Import a document (Figure 5-14):
   a. In the Welcome window, select **Import**.
   b. Click **Add Files to Import**.
   c. Select any text file.
   d. In File Type, choose **Text Document**.
   e. In Item Type, choose the item type you set up earlier.
   f. Populate the related metadata information.
   g. Click **Import**.
   h. Wait until progress window closes.

   ![Import dialog box](image)

   **Figure 5-14 Import document using Client for Windows**

**Search for a document**

To search for the document that you just imported (Figure 5-15 on page 100):

1. Press Ctrl+B.
2. Choose the item type in context.
3. Enter the required metadata to locate the imported document.
4. Click **OK**.
5. Double-click the document to view it.

![Figure 5-15 Search for a document using Client for Windows](image)

**Verify the document storage location**

You also need to verify that the document that you just imported is stored on the Information Archive device:

1. Open the Tivoli Storage Manager Administrative Command Line Client by clicking **Start → Run → Type dsmadmc**.

2. Execute the following query:

   ```sql
   SELECT node_name, SUM(num_files) FROM occupancy GROUP BY node_name
   ```

   Compare this number with the number that you obtained when you executed the query before adding the document.
3. As indicated in Figure 5-16, check to make sure that the number is increased by one, which indicates that the document is stored successfully by IBM Content Manager on the Information Archive device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NODE_NAME</th>
<th>Number of Files</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMDEMO</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*tsn: CMDEMO_SERVER1> select node_name, SUM(num_files) as "Number of Files" GROUP BY node_name

Figure 5-16 Verifying from Tivoli Storage Manager that document is archived

This concludes our scenario. We have successfully tested the integration between IBM Content Manager and the Information Archive device by adding a document to the system, which is already configured to store documents on the Information Archive device, and then by retrieving the document.

5.5 Hints and tips

This section provides some hints and tips to assist your integration task in the area of storage system configuration, staging folder, and logs.

5.5.1 Configuring storage system

You might experience errors while configuring Tivoli Storage Manager storage system on the Resource Manager. These errors are mainly due to the lack of communication between the Resource Manager and the Tivoli Storage Manager server.

We suggest the following procedure to resolve the issue:

1. Verify that the Tivoli Storage Manager client APIs are installed on the Resource Manager system. Make sure that the following path exists:

   C:\Program Files\tivoli\tsm\baclient\dsm.opt

2. Ensure that DSMI_DIR and DSMI_LOG_PATH are properly set:

   a. Enter the following URL in a web browser on the Resource Manager system:

      https://localhost:9443/icmrnm/admin

   b. Log in with the rmadmin user ID and the corresponding password.

   c. Ensure that the values for DSMI_DIR and DSMI_CONFIG are set properly.
5.5.2 Staging folder

To quickly identify if there is a problem in retrieving documents from the Information Archive device, you can check whether the corresponding document is copied to the staging folder. The staging folder is a designated folder that is specified during the Content Manager installation (the default is C:\staging) to cache documents coming from Tivoli Storage Manager-managed storage devices.

If the document is copied to the staging folder, the problem exists in the client side; otherwise, the error is on the Resource Manager side.

5.5.3 Logs

The Resource Manager provides multiple services, including data replication, migration, and other services. The Resource Manager records errors into multiple 2 MB-capped (default) text log files called icmrm.logfile.

The Information Archive device is concerned about the Resource Manager Migrator service. To configure the log for the migrator service, you can change the configuration specified in the icmrm_migrator_logging.xml file. Log files are a good place to easily identify potential problems.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we provided an overview of IBM Content Manager and its integration with the Information Archive device as an archive storage system with hierarchical storage devices and retention capabilities. We described the benefits of using the Information Archive device with IBM Content Manager and explained the following integration architecture:

- Deployment model
- Data model
- Retention
- Hierarchical storage

We also covered the steps that are required to set up IBM Content Manager and the Information Archive device to enable this integration.

Finally, we provided hints and tips to help with configuration and troubleshooting.
Integrating IBM Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device

In this chapter, we discuss the integration between IBM Content Manager OnDemand and the IBM Information Archive device as an archive storage system. We begin with a general discussion of Content Manager OnDemand from an archive management perspective. Content Manager OnDemand uses the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs to communicate with the Information Archive device. We describe the required configuration to set up Content Manager OnDemand and the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs to enable the usage of the Information Archive device as a storage archive.

This chapter includes the following topics:

- Introduction
- IBM Content Manager OnDemand overview
- Integration architecture
- Integration implementation
- Hints and tips
- Summary
6.1 Introduction

Today's organizations face the challenge of archiving information for long-term retention. For many organizations, Content Manager OnDemand is already part of their overall enterprise content management for long-term retention of computer generated reports, customer documents (such as bank account statements, credit card statements, policy documents, and utility bills), and scanned images (such as customer correspondence and checks). Such organizations can now require a compliance storage solution for the ongoing management of their content collections. Content Manager OnDemand integrates with the Information Archive device to provide an end-to-end archiving infrastructure.

This chapter describes the integration between Content Manager OnDemand and the Information Archive device.

6.2 IBM Content Manager OnDemand overview

Content Manager OnDemand is a high performance, highly scalable system that allows for the archiving and retrieval of report data. Content Manager OnDemand is designed such that it can run on a variety of platforms including AIX, UNIX, Linux, z/Linux, z/OS, IBM i, and Windows systems. This platform diversity allows customers to implement a Content Manager OnDemand system that best suits their needs in terms of cost, scale, and technology.
A Content Manager OnDemand system is composed of a Library Server and one or more Object Servers. Figure 6-1 on page 105, provides an architectural view of Content Manager OnDemand, focusing on the storage management aspects of the system.

![Content Manager OnDemand: Storage management architecture](image)

**Figure 6-1  Content Manager OnDemand: Storage management architecture**

Reports, documents, and images are loaded into the Content Manager OnDemand system archive using one of the Content Manager OnDemand load programs. The load process performs the segmenting, indexing, compressing, and storing of the report data. The report data is stored in an Object Server, and indexes to the report data are stored in the Library Server.

Authorized users can retrieve documents from a Content Manager OnDemand system using a Content Manager OnDemand client. To retrieve data from the Content Manager OnDemand system, users first submit a search for the document data that matches their criteria. This search is executed on the Library Server. The search results in a document hitlist from which the user selects the documents to view. The Content Manager OnDemand system then retrieves the document from the appropriate Object Server and displays (or prints) the document.

Within an Object Server, the document data can be stored and managed through a cache storage manager, an archive storage manager, or both.
6.2.1 Cache storage manager

The cache storage manager is used to maintain documents on disk storage. The cache storage manager uses a list of file systems to determine the devices that are available for storing and maintaining documents. Typically, each Content Manager OnDemand Object Server in the system has a defined set of (one or more) cache storage devices on which the report data can be maintained for a specified time period. These cache storage devices provide the fastest access times for system users.

6.2.2 Archive storage manager

The archive storage manager is used to store documents on archive media. The archive storage manager maintains one or more copies of documents and acts as the interface between the Content Manager OnDemand Object Server and archive storage media. Documents can be archived on a variety of media such as disk, optical, and tape. The archive storage devices must be configured and defined to the archive storage manager.

Content Manager OnDemand supports multiple archive storage managers:

- Tivoli Storage Manager is an archive storage manager provided with multi-platform versions of Content Manager OnDemand. Tivoli Storage Manager is also provided with the z/OS implementation of Content Manager OnDemand.

- Object access method (OAM) is an additional archive storage manager that is available only on the z/OS Content Manager OnDemand implementation. OAM uses the OSREQ macro interface and keeps online storage objects in OAM DB2 tables.

Both the Tivoli Storage Manager and OAM archive storage managers provide hierarchical data management, implying that without Content Manager OnDemand intervention, they are capable of migrating data from fast DASD to slow DASD to Optical to Tape. This migration is based on administrator specified data storage policy definitions.

This chapter focuses on the Tivoli Storage Manager implementation because it is common to all Content Manager OnDemand platforms.

For more information about IBM Content Manager OnDemand, refer to:

http://www.ibm.com/software/data/ondemand/
6.3 Integration architecture

The Information Archive device is the latest generation of information retention solutions. It is designed as a universal storage repository for all types of content (structured or unstructured) to help organizations of any size address complete information retention needs.

The Information Archive device is capable of storing data through multiple access methods. Content Manager OnDemand uses Tivoli Storage Manager as the access method to the Information Archive device. Content Manager OnDemand's use of the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs goes back to the DR450 and DR550 devices. Each Information Archive device is capable of storing 600 TB (raw capacity) of data. Content Manager OnDemand's horizontal scalability architecture allows for the integration of multiple Information Archive devices into a single Content Manager OnDemand implementation, thus providing for extremely large data archives.

Figure 6-2 illustrates the components that are involved in the Content Manager OnDemand and the Information Archive device integration (using Tivoli Storage Manager client API).
Content Manager OnDemand includes the following components:

- The Content Manager OnDemand Library Server
  Contains the Content Manager OnDemand system database tables and metadata database tables. The Library Server responds to user search requests for documents that meet specified search criteria. Embedded in the returned document hitlist is the location of the document.

- The Content Manager OnDemand Object Server
  When a user selects a specific document to view (or print) off of the document hitlist, the Content Manager OnDemand client uses the embedded document location to direct the request to the appropriate Object Server that is attached to the Tivoli Storage Manager server that contains the document data. The document data is then retrieved from the Tivoli Storage Manager server and returned to the Content Manager OnDemand client.

Content Manager OnDemand and the Information Archive device enablement includes the following components:

- A Tivoli Storage Manager API that Content Manager OnDemand uses to communicate with the Information Archive device. The Tivoli Storage Manager API is required on the Library Server and all object servers that use Tivoli Storage Manager.

- A server program that maintains a database of information about the devices and data that it manages. The server program also controls the storage media and devices that you define to the Information Archive device.

- Device support modules, which provide support for storage devices and storage libraries.

- An administrative client program that you can use to control and monitor the following server program activities and define storage management policies:
  - Expiration processing, which is the process of deleting data that is eligible to be removed from the system.
  - Reclamation processing, which is the process of reclaiming the space taken by expired data. Storage volumes that have been reclaimed can be reused.
  - The storage management policies determine where data is stored and how long the Information Archive device maintains the data.

### 6.3.1 Supported configurations

A Content Manager OnDemand system is composed of a single Library Server and one or more Object Servers. When Tivoli Storage Manager is used as an archive manager logically attached to a Content Manager OnDemand object
servers, this configuration allows for the following basic Content Manager OnDemand system configurations to be supported:

- A single system Content Manager OnDemand implementation in which the Library Server, an Object Server, and the Tivoli Storage Manager client are installed.
- A multi-system Content Manager OnDemand implementation in which the Library Server is installed on one system and one or more other systems containing the Object Server and Tivoli Storage Manager clients are installed.

In both of these configurations, the Tivoli Storage Manager server can be local to the Object Server or can be on a remote system that is TCP connected to the Object Server.

For operating system specific information and details about the installation requirements, refer to the appropriate Content Manager OnDemand Installation and Configuration Guide.

### 6.3.2 Content Manager OnDemand data stored in the Information Archive device

The Information Archive device can be used to manage document storage for Content Manager OnDemand. Content Manager OnDemand accesses the Information Archive device through the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs. You can use Information Archive device to store the following information:

- Content Manager OnDemand report data (documents)
- Document indexes (metadata), which can be migrated from cache to the Information Archive device
- DB2 backup images that can be archived to the Information Archive device
- DB2 archived log files

### 6.3.3 Content Manager OnDemand data migration to the Information Archive device

Using the Content Manager OnDemand Administrative client, you can specify when document data is migrated to archive storage, which can occur in the following situations:

- The document is originally loaded into the system. The document can be stored to the Information Archive device (using the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs) and another copy of the document can be stored to cache storage or on both places.
The next time that the migration maintenance process is run, the document or a copy of the document can be moved to the Information Archive device.

If the document is originally saved to cache storage, it can be migrated to the Information Archive device after a defined number of days have passed.

### 6.3.4 Retention: Coordinating Tivoli Storage Manager and Content Manager OnDemand policies

The Content Manager OnDemand application group storage management settings determine how long report data and indexes are kept in cache storage before being expired. The following choices need to be made concerning how soon data is migrated to the archive storage after the report load is completed:

- **Cache data**: The cache data setting determines if the report data is stored in DASD cache and, if so, how long it is kept in cache before it is expired.

- **Life of data and indexes**: The life of data and indexes settings determine the length of time that report data, indexes and resources are maintained in the Content Manager OnDemand system before they are deleted from the application group.

- **Expiration type**: The following expiration types determine how report data, indexes, and resources are expired:
  - **Load**: If the expiration type is load, an input file at a time can be deleted from the application group. The latest date in the input data and the life of data and indexes determines when Content Manager OnDemand deletes the data from the Information Archive device. Data that has been stored in archive storage (the Information Archive device) is deleted by the storage manager based on the archive expiration date. Load is the recommended expiration type.
  
  - **Segment**: If the expiration type is segment, a segment of data at a time is deleted from the application group. The segment must be closed and the expiration date of every record in the segment must have been reached before the data is expired. If small amounts of data are loaded into the application group, and the maximum rows value is high, the segment can be open for a long period of time, and the data is not be expired for the period.
  
  - **Document**: If the expiration type is document, a document at a time is deleted from the application group. Storing with an expiration type of document causes the expiration process to search through every document in the segment to determine if the expiration date has been reached resulting in long processing times.
6.3.5 Protecting data with the data retention protection protocol

To avoid the accidental erasure or overwriting of critical data, Content Manager OnDemand now supports the Tivoli Storage Manager Version 5.2.2 or later APIs related to data retention. Specifically:

- **Data retention protection (DRP)**
  
  Prohibits the explicit deletion of documents until their specified retention criterion is met. Although documents can no longer be explicitly deleted, they can still expire.

  **Attention:** DRP is permanent. After it is turned on, it cannot be turned off.

- **Event-based retention policy**
  
  Retention based on an external event other than the storage of data. For Content Manager OnDemand, the retention event is the call to delete the data. A load, unload, application group delete, or expiration of data triggers the retention event.

Refer to your platform specific the Content Manager OnDemand Administration Guide for further details.

6.4 Integration implementation

This section explains how to integrate Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device. The high-level steps are as follows:

1. Integrate Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device.
2. Modify the configuration files.
3. Customize the setup.
6.4.1 Integrate Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device

Content Manager OnDemand accesses the Information Archive device using the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs. This section describes the components of Tivoli Storage Manager that you need to configure to enable Content Manager OnDemand to store data in the Information Archive device. This configuration requires the following high-level steps:

1. Enable Tivoli Storage Manager support in Content Manager OnDemand.
2. Configure Tivoli Storage Manager to support Content Manager OnDemand.
3. Configure the Tivoli Storage Manager client node.

Enable Tivoli Storage Manager support in Content Manager OnDemand

To store Content Manager OnDemand archive data in Tivoli Storage Manager, you need to enable the Content Manager OnDemand Tivoli Storage Manager support. Usage of Tivoli Storage Manager allows Content Manager OnDemand to store data in the Information Archive device.

To enable Content Manager OnDemand to use Tivoli Storage Manager:

- A Tivoli Storage Manager server must be installed and running, and it must be configured to allow Content Manager OnDemand to store and retrieve objects. For information about installing and configuring a Tivoli Storage Manager server, refer to the Tivoli Storage Manager documentation. A starting point is the Tivoli Storage Manager Quick Start Guide for the Tivoli Storage Manager server you are using. For example, *IBM Tivoli Storage Manager for z/OS Quick Start*, GC32-0777.

- The Tivoli Storage Manager client API must be installed where the Content Manager OnDemand servers (either Library Server or Object Server) are installed. Details on configuring the API can be found in the *IBM Tivoli Storage Manager for UNIX Backup-Archive Clients Installation and User's Guide*, GC32-0789, and in the README.API delivered with the API.

- A Tivoli Storage Manager server must be configured and active that supports that level of the Tivoli Storage Manager API. The Tivoli Storage Manager server can reside on a different host or operating system than the Content Manager OnDemand server.
Define the Content Manager OnDemand storage nodes that use Tivoli Storage Manager. The Content Manager OnDemand Administrative Client is used to define Content Manager OnDemand Storage nodes that use Tivoli Storage Manager. You can download the most recent Administrative client from:

http://www.ibm.com/software/data/ondemand/mp/support.html

We describe the actions that you need to complete to configure Content Manager OnDemand to use Tivoli Storage Manager in the following sections.

Configure Tivoli Storage Manager to support Content Manager OnDemand

The Content Manager OnDemand system uses the Tivoli Storage Manager API client to store data to and retrieve data from the Tivoli Storage Manager server. The Tivoli Storage Manager server is managed and administered independently of Content Manager OnDemand. Thus, the Tivoli Storage Manager administrator must ensure that the following conditions are met:

- All the normal requirements for Tivoli Storage Manager storage are monitored and managed accordingly.
- All required Tivoli Storage Manager policies, management classes, storage pools, and volumes are defined accordingly.
- All required Tivoli Storage Manager storage pools and volumes are online.
- All Tivoli Storage Manager storage pools and volumes have sufficient storage space to satisfy the needs of Content Manager OnDemand.
- The Tivoli Storage Manager server is active when Content Manager OnDemand needs to read from or write to its storage repository.

If your Tivoli Storage Manager configuration is not set up to support Content Manager OnDemand, then Content Manager OnDemand requests that require Tivoli Storage Manager services will fail. The Tivoli Storage Manager administrator should examine the system to ensure that it is set up to support the storage and retrieval of data by Content Manager OnDemand.

With Content Manager OnDemand, an application group definition includes a client node that is configured and registered in Tivoli Storage Manager. This node is the only link between Content Manager OnDemand and Tivoli Storage Manager. Within Tivoli Storage Manager:

- The client node is bound to one and only one Policy domain.
- Each policy domain has only one Active Policy set.
A policy set can have many management classes, but only one of them is the default management class. The management class can contain a backup or archive copy group that will point to a storage pool.

**Configure the Tivoli Storage Manager client node**

Figure 6-3 is an example of a Tivoli Storage Manager client node called *ODNode*. It is assigned a policy domain called *STANDARD*.

The node name and password must match the Content Manager OnDemand storage sets that uses this Tivoli Storage Manager node. BACKUPPOOL is the default storage pool for this policy domain. Associate the client name with the storage pool that is set up to maintain the archive data on the desired device type for the period of time that is required. You can associate the new client node with a different storage pool by selecting **New** to create a new policy domain.

The Tivoli Storage Manager management policies define where to store the data, on which devices, and for how long.
Client nodes that you have registered can be configured to back up data to this Tivoli Storage Manager server instance. The backup data is managed according to the way you set up the client's associated storage pool hierarchy.

**Note:** Each client requires a client options file (dsm.opt) that contains options that identify the node, the server, and the communication method.

### 6.4.2 Modify the configuration files

There are two Tivoli Storage Manager client files and a Content Manager OnDemand file that need to be configured:

- Tivoli Storage Manager servers system options file (dsm.sys)
- Tivoli Storage Manager client options file (dsm.opt)
- Content Manager OnDemand configuration file (ars.cfg)

#### Modify the Tivoli Storage Manager servers system options file

Create the Tivoli Storage Manager servers file from the sample servers file, which is located in the `/usr/lpp/Tivoli/tsm/client/api/bin` directory:

```bash
cp dsm.sys.smp dsm.sys
```

Update the Tivoli Storage Manager servers file to identify the name of the server and the fully qualified TCP/IP host name on which the Tivoli Storage Manager server runs, enable TCP/IP as the communications protocol, set the TCP/IP port address of the server (for example, 1500), and turn off compression:

```
SERVERname archive
TCPServeraddress fully.qualified.tcpip.host.name
COMMmethod TCPip
TCPPort 1500
COMPRESSION OFF
```

Save any changes that you make to the `dsm.sys` file.

**Note:** The `dsm.sys` file can specify multiple servers for use by multiple users of the Tivoli Storage Manager client API.
Modify the Tivoli Storage Manager client options file
Create the client options file from the sample options file, which is located in the /usr/lpp/Tivoli/tsm/client/api/bin directory:

```
cp dsm.opt.smp dsm.opt
```

Update the client options file to identify the name of the server and set the processing mode:

```
SERVERNAME archive
QUIET
```

The name that you specify must be the same as the name of the server that you specified in the dsm.sys file.

As an alternative, you can copy the dsm.opt file to another directory (for example, /etc/ars) or even give it a name other than dsm.opt (/ars/ars/archive.dsm.opt). This method provides additional configuration flexibility. Each variant of the dsm.opt file can specify a different server in the dsm.sys file that is located in the /usr/lpp/Tivoli/tsm/client/api/bin directory.

**Note:** For further information about specifying the contents of the Tivoli Storage Manager API user options file (dsm.opt) and the Tivoli Storage Manager API server file (dsm.sys), see *IBM Tivoli Storage Manager for UNIX Backup-Archive Clients Installation and User's Guide*, GC32-0789.

Modify Content Manager OnDemand configuration file
This section describes the Tivoli Storage Manager and Content Manager OnDemand configuration file parameters that you need to modify to connect to the Information Archive device through Tivoli Storage Manager.
Library and Object Server parameters

You need to add the following parameters to the ars.cfg file for any Content Manager OnDemand library or Object Server that is to interface with Tivoli Storage Manager:

- **ARS_STORAGE_MANAGER**
  This parameter determines whether the Content Manager OnDemand server program is linked to a cache-only storage manager or an archive storage manager. You must specify this parameter on both the Content Manager OnDemand library and object servers. You can specify one of the following values:
  - **ARS_STORAGE_MANAGER=CACHE_ONLY**
    Causes the Content Manager OnDemand server program to use a cache-only storage manager. Note: This does not enable Tivoli Storage Manager.
  - **ARS_STORAGE_MANAGER=TSM**
    Enables the Content Manager OnDemand Tivoli Storage Manager support.

**Note:** Before Content Manager OnDemand can work with a Tivoli Storage Manager to maintain data, you must install and configure Tivoli Storage Manager.

- **ARS_DB2_TSM_CONFIG**
  This parameter is required if you set the Content Manager OnDemand Library Server ARS_DB_ENGINE parameter to DB2 (the default) and if you plan to use Tivoli Storage Manager to maintain DB2 archived log files and backup image files. This parameter specifies the full path name of the Tivoli Storage Manager options file that identifies the Tivoli Storage Manager server that will maintain the DB2 files. For example:

  /usr/tivoli/tsx/client/api/bin64/dsm.db2.opt

  The ARS_DB2_TSM_CONFIG parameter is ignored on object servers.
Object Server parameters
You must define the following parameters in the ars.cfg copy for each Object Server that uses Tivoli Storage Manager to maintain Content Manager OnDemand data:

- **LIBPATH**
  You must specify a LIBPATH containing the location of the libApiDS.a Tivoli Storage Manager client API DLL. For example:
  
  `LIBPATH=/usr/lpp/Tivoli/tsm/client/api/bin`

- **DSMI_CONFIG**
  Identifies the full path name of the Tivoli Storage Manager API options file. For example:
  
  `/usr/lpp/tivoli/tsm/client/api/bin64/dsm.opt`

- **DSMI_DIR**
  Identifies the directory that contains the Tivoli Storage Manager API files. These files are in the dsmtca, dsm.sys, and the en_US language directory. For example:
  
  `DSMI_DIR=/usr/lpp/Tivoli/tsm/client/api/bin`

- **DSMI_LOG**
  Identifies the directory in which Tivoli Storage Manager stores the Tivoli Storage Manager API error log (`dsmerror.log`). The default value is `/tmp`. You must set the DSMI_LOG parameter on each Object Server that uses Tivoli Storage Manager to maintain Content Manager OnDemand data. You must specify the directory in which Tivoli Storage Manager stores the Tivoli Storage Manager API error log. For example:
  
  `DSMI_LOG=/tmp`

  **Note:** If you are running with multiple Content Manager OnDemand servers, you might want to locate each server's log file in a different directory. If that is the case, you need to `mkdir` each directory and assign appropriate permissions to the directory to allow the Content Manager OnDemand server that is associated with that directory to create files in it.

- **DSM_CONFIG**
  Identifies the full path name of the Tivoli Storage Manager client options file. For example:
  
  `/usr/tivoli/tsm/client/api/bin/dsm.opt`
6.4.3 Customize the setup

This section describes the steps that are required to customize the Content Manager OnDemand and the Information Archive device configuration. The following high-level steps are required:

1. Restart the Content Manager OnDemand server.
2. Register client nodes.
3. Create Content Manager OnDemand storage objects.
Restart the Content Manager OnDemand server
You must restart the Content Manager OnDemand server so that the configuration changes made in 6.4.2, “Modify the configuration files” on page 115 take effect.

Register client nodes
A client node links clients and their data with storage volumes and devices. Before Content Manager OnDemand can store data in Tivoli Storage Manager storage, you must register at least one client node. You must register at least one client node in each policy domain that will contain OnDemand data. You can use the example that follows as a guide when registering client nodes. The example presents the procedure with a minimum of customization. If you want to do more, refer to the Tivoli Storage Manager documentation. Enter the command at the Tivoli Storage Manager server command line interface.

For example, to register the client node PRI7YR and password and assign the client node to the OD7YPD policy domain, enter:

```
register node PRI7YR password domain=OD7YPD contact='your name'
archdel=yes
```

An alternative to the command line is to use the Tivoli Storage Manager Administrative web interface as follows:

1. Expand Operation view.
2. Expand Work with client nodes.
3. Select Register a new node.
4. Enter the appropriate information.

Create Content Manager OnDemand storage objects
After updating Content Manager OnDemand to use Tivoli Storage Manager, you need to create the Content Manager OnDemand storage objects that will use archive storage. The storage management criteria that you specify on the Content Manager OnDemand Library Server determines where and when CMOC stores reports and how it maintains them:

- APPLICATION: An administrator creates an Content Manager OnDemand Application for each report that is to be stored on the system.

- APPLICATION GROUP: Applications with similar storage characteristics can be placed into a collection called an Application Group.
- STORAGE SET: Each application group identifies a storage set which is a logical container for one or more storage nodes.

- STORAGE NODE: A storage node identifies an Object Server on which data is stored. A storage Node can be defined as a cache storage node or as a Tivoli Storage Manager storage Node.

When you load a report into Content Manager OnDemand, you specify the application group into which it should be loaded. Content Manager OnDemand will segment, index and compress the report. The document indexes are stored into the AG data tables and the document data is stored in the active storage node for the specified storage group. If the storage node is a cache storage node then a copy of the report will be stored in cache storage on the Object Server. If the storage node is a client node in Tivoli Storage Manager. then Content Manager OnDemand stores a copy of the report in Tivoli Storage Manager.

One or more application groups can specify the same storage set. However, a storage set can write to only one (archive) storage node at a time. This means that all of the data that is written to a storage node will be maintained using the same policy, for example, the type of media, the devices, the length of time to maintain data on the system, and so forth.

**Note:** When using Tivoli Storage Manager to maintain reports, you should specify the same storage management criteria to Content Manager OnDemand and Tivoli Storage Manager. For example, the Life of Data and Indexes, which is used by Content Manager OnDemand, and the Retention Period, which is used by Tivoli Storage Manager, should be the same value.

For further information about the concepts regarding Applications, Application Groups, Storage Sets and storage nodes refer to the “Document Storage” section in the “Content Manager OnDemand Administration Guide” SC19-2940.

**Add a new storage set**

To add a storage set using the Administrative client:

1. Right-click **Storage Sets** in the left pane, and select **New Storage Set**.
2. Enter a name and description, and click **Add**.
3. Complete the information on the window, specifying the Tivoli Storage Manager logon and password that you specified to Tivoli Storage Manager when you registered the node to Tivoli Storage Manager. Make sure that **Load Data** is checked. See Figure 6-4.

4. Click **OK** on the Add a Primary Node pane.

5. Click **OK** on the Add a Storage Set pane.

You can now specify this new storage set when you create new application groups.

![Add a Storage Set](image)

*Figure 6-4  Add a storage set*
**Update an existing storage set**

Alternatively, to update an existing storage set using the Administrative client:

1. Right-click the storage set you want to add a node to and select **Update**.
2. A Update Storage set panel similar to Figure 6-5 displays. You can add one or more Nodes to the storage set.

![Update a Storage Set panel](image)

**Location of Content Manager OnDemand data**

A storage set can contain one or more primary storage nodes. When Tivoli Storage Manager is used for archive storage, each storage node that is associated with Tivoli Storage Manager-managed storage must be registered as a client node in a Tivoli Storage Manager policy domain. The Tivoli Storage Manager policy domain properties determine the type of storage devices which are used to maintain the archived data and the length of time that the data is maintained.

The load type parameter determines where Content Manager OnDemand stores data. This parameter has the following possible values:

- **Fixed**: Content Manager OnDemand stores data in the primary storage node that has the load data field selected. When load type is set to fixed, you must select the load data check box for one primary storage node. Content Manager OnDemand loads data to only one primary storage node regardless of the number of primary nodes that are defined in the storage set.
Local: Content Manager OnDemand stores data in a primary storage node on the server on which the data loading program executes. When load type is local, the load data check box must be selected for a primary storage node on each of the object servers which is identified in the storage set. A storage set can contain one or more primary storage nodes that reside on one or more object servers.

**Note:** Storage Manager Expiration is not supported for objects stored in Tivoli Storage Manager. Application Groups with an expiration type of Storage Manager should not be loaded into a Tivoli Storage Manager Storage Node. Because you cannot change the expiration type of existing Application Groups and you cannot change the Storage Node of existing Application Groups, exercise caution when adding Tivoli Storage Manager to existing Storage Sets.

### Add a Tivoli Storage Manager storage node

One or more storage nodes are defined (as belonging to) in a storage set. Each storage node identifies a specific Tivoli Storage Manager node on a specific Content Manager OnDemand Object Server. The Tivoli Storage Manager Logon name must belong to a Policy Domain supporting the required Content Manager OnDemand storage management characteristics. The Content Manager OnDemand storage node name is an identifier within Content Manager OnDemand, it is not directly linked to the Tivoli Storage Manager client node. The storage node name can optionally be set the same as the associated client node name.

To add a Tivoli Storage Manager storage node to an existing Content Manager OnDemand Storage Set:

1. Click **Add** on the storage set panel.
2. Enter the appropriate information:
   - **Log on information**
     
     The logon field must be a valid Tivoli Storage Manager client node name. This is the client node that has been defined on the Tivoli Storage Manager system through the wizard or command line. The password which follows the logon must be the same as the password created for the client node. Content Manager OnDemand uses a Tivoli Storage Manager API to connect and logon to the Tivoli Storage Manager server when data is being migrated to the Tivoli Storage Manager client node.
   
   - **Load data**
     
     This parameter determines the primary storage node into which Content Manager OnDemand loads data. When the load type is fixed, one primary
storage node must have load data selected. When load type is local, load data must be selected for one primary node for each Object Server that is associated with the storage set.

- Cache only
  This parameter determines whether Content Manager OnDemand uses the archive manager for long term storage of data. After installing and configuring Tivoli Storage Manager, creating an Content Manager OnDemand storage set, and assigning it to a Tivoli Storage Manager client node, we are ready to consider how an application group uses the cache storage manager and the archive storage manager to store, maintain, and expire Content Manager OnDemand report data.

- If one of the Primary Storage Nodes has an asterisk (*) next to the name, the node is being used for loading. If you want to start loading to Tivoli Storage Manager, the existing node should not be loaded to.

To stop loading to the existing node:

i. Select that node, and click **Update**.

ii. Clear the **Load Data** field. See Figure 6-6.

iii. Click **OK** on the Update a Primary Node panel.

![Figure 6-6 Updating a Storage Node](image)

3. On the Update a Storage Set panel, click **Add**.
4. Complete the information on the panel, specifying the Tivoli Storage Manager logon and password you specified to Tivoli Storage Manager when you registered the node to Tivoli Storage Manager. Make sure that **Load Data** is checked. See Figure 6-7.

![Figure 6-7  Adding a Primary Storage node](image)

5. Click **OK** on the Add a Primary Node panel.
6. Click **OK** on the Update a Storage Set panel.

New loads to Application Groups using that Storage Set will now load to Tivoli Storage Manager.

### 6.4.4 Test the integration

Now that you have defined a storage set and a storage node as belonging to a specified Content Manager OnDemand Application group, you can run a test to verify that the settings are correct. To test the integration:

1. Load data into the Information Archive device.
2. Retrieve the loaded data from the Information Archive device.

During both steps, data is passed from Content Manager OnDemand to the Information Archive device through the Tivoli Storage Manager API, according to the Storage Set and Storage Node definitions that you created for the Application Group.
Load data into the Information Archive device

To load the data:

1. Select a report that is suitable for loading into the Application Group.
2. Load the report using the arsload command, for example:

   arsload -I CMODinstance -nvf -u userID -p passWord -c indexDirf -g applicationGroupName loadFileName

You can find a more detailed explanation of the arsload command in the Content Manager OnDemand Administration guide for your specific platform.

The arsload command produces an output file that includes text similar that shown in Example 6-1. The last four lines in this example indicate that the report data was successfully loaded into Content Manager OnDemand.

---

Example 6-1  Sample output file for the arsload command

```
arsload: 08/31/10 11:31:17 -- Indexing started, 2895748561 bytes to process
...............................
0425-440 ACIF AT PM06753 HAS COMPLETED NORMALLY WITH RETURN CODE 0.
arsload: 08/31/10 11:38:04 Indexing completed
arsload: 08/31/10 11:38:04 -- Loading started, 3110905584 bytes to process
...............................
OnDemand Load Id = >5072-2-0-1FAA-11118-11118<
Loaded 240075 rows into the database
Document compression type used - OD77. Bytes Stored = >3519822< Rows = >2400<
arsload: 08/31/10 11:40:46 Loading completed
arsload: Processing successful for file >/afpfc/perf-afpfc<
```

---

Retrieve the load data from the Information Archive device

To retrieve the load data from the Information Archive device:

1. Log in with the Content Manager OnDemand client (either the GUI client or the web client).
2. From the folder list, select the folder that contains the application group that you just loaded.
3. Open the folder, and perform a search, using search criteria that matches the report that you just loaded.
4. A list of hits displays. Make sure that the total number matches the number of rows loaded into the database (as shown in Example 6-1).
5. Highlight several rows from the list, and click View all.

For each highlighted row, the document data will be retrieved from the Information Archive device and displayed.
This concludes the testing scenario. We have successfully tested the integration between IBM Content Manager OnDemand and the Information Archive device by loading a report containing thousands of documents into the Content Manager OnDemand system. These documents were stored to the Information Archive device as specified by the storage set and storage node defined to the Application Group. The document data was then retrieved from the Information Archive device and displayed on the Client screen.

6.5 Hints and tips

This section provides hints and tips for your integration planning and implementation.

6.5.1 Coordinating Tivoli Storage Manager and OnDemand policies

You want to make sure your retention policies are coordinated between what is set in Tivoli Storage Manager and what is set in Content Manager OnDemand. Refer to 6.3.4, “Retention: Coordinating Tivoli Storage Manager and Content Manager OnDemand policies” on page 110 for details.

6.5.2 Ensuring that the Information Archive device is properly installed

You need to make sure that the Information Archive device is operational and is properly installed prior to starting the Content Manager OnDemand and Tivoli Storage Manager configuration process. If the Information Archive device is not properly installed, then during the Content Manager OnDemand integration process, whenever you receive an error message from Content Manager OnDemand, you will not be able to tell if this is an error in the installation process or an error due to the Information Archive device being nonoperational.

6.6 Summary

This chapter provided an overview of the integration of Content Manager OnDemand with the Information Archive device as an archive storage system. We explained how to use the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs as a communication method between Content Manager OnDemand and the Information Archive device.
We also covered the steps that are required to set up Content Manager OnDemand and the Tivoli Storage Manager APIs to use the Information Archive device as a storage archive.

The final section provided some basic hints and tips to help with the installation and configuration process.
IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery

This chapter describes a specific IBM Smart Archive strategy solution—IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery. It provides an overview of the solution, the software and hardware in the bundle, its capabilities, configuration, and two use cases. The intention of the chapter is to introduce you to the special preinstalled, preconfigured, easily-to-be implemented solution and demonstrates how IBM Enterprise Content Management products and offerings combined with the IBM Information Archive device can effectively and efficiently meet your business requirements.

The chapter includes the following topics:

- Introduction
- The solution bundle
- Solution configuration
- Use cases
- Summary
7.1 Introduction

As part of the IBM Smart Archive strategy, Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery is one specific solution offering that helps to simplify and accelerate the implementation of an end-to-end archiving and eDiscovery solution from weeks to days. This solution combines the Information Archive device and the IBM Enterprise Content Management products, and it helps to ensure the success of information archiving projects.

Figure 7-1 shows how the Smart Archive strategy combines software, hardware, and services to allow organizations to intelligently and systematically identify what information needs to be collected, classified, and archived and to do it in a unified way. There are many products, offerings, and services available that materialize the Smart Archive strategy to deliverable solutions. The items in the figure that are highlighted with a square show the elements that this particular solution uses to help organizations with email and file system archiving and eDiscovery challenges.

Figure 7-1   IBM Smart Archive strategy
This solution is unique because it bundles everything an organization needs to implement the solution in-house from beginning to end from a single vendor. This solution provides an end-to-end archiving and eDiscovery solution that delivers the following features and functions:

- IBM software and hardware preintegrated, preconfigured, and preinstalled. Organizations can simplify implementation and get the system up and going in a short time period. It is optimized to support up to 1,400 users.

- Built-in archiving and eDiscovery functions, based on IBM archiving and eDiscovery products. It offers comprehensive content collection, archiving, and eDiscovery capabilities for email and file systems.

- Flexible, high performance archiving infrastructure that is scalable, secure, with multiple-protection levels. It can be used as the base for this offering and can also be used for other types of archiving.

The archiving and eDiscovery built-in functions include mailbox management and journaling, file systems archiving, litigation, audit and investigation readiness, and advanced content analytics for early case assessment.

### 7.2 The solution bundle

This solution is a bundle that includes preinstalled, preconfigured, and pretested IBM software, hardware, and implementation services all from IBM. Specifically, the IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery bundle includes the following package and products:

- IBM Content Collector Discovery Analytics Starter Pack (CCDA), which includes the following products:
  - IBM Content Collector for Email
  - IBM Content Collector for File Systems
  - IBM eDiscovery Manager
  - IBM eDiscovery Analyzer

- IBM Content Manager Enterprise Edition

- IBM Information Archive device

- IBM System x® servers (x2), already sized and configured to run the software. The CCDA software is preconfigured onto the System x servers for quicker implementation at the customer site.
Figure 7-2 shows the solution architecture.

![Solution Architecture Diagram]

**Figure 7-2  IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery**

The total solution configuration uses existing experience in archiving deployments, simplifying implementation and providing quick time to value. In addition, proven services packages are available to manage the ongoing administration and maintenance. This solution is ideal for organizations, with up to 1,400 employees, that have:

- A requirement to capture and retain email and file system content
- A requirement to demonstrate compliance with retention mandates
- Experienced soaring storage costs and need to bring those costs under control
- Requirements to quickly and efficiently respond to eDiscovery requests

The solution is expandable to meet changing business requirements. It includes comprehensive yet straightforward archiving and eDiscovery capabilities for emails and file system content.
The solution bundle’s capabilities include:

- Mailbox management and journaling
- File system archiving
- Litigation, audit, and investigation readiness and response
- Advanced content analytics for early case assessment

The solution can be expanded to include archiving and eDiscovery of additional information types, such as Microsoft SharePoint, as well as additional capabilities, such as records management and advanced classification, without costly or risky custom integrations.

Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery uses an infrastructure that supports multiple types of information across industry-standard interfaces from multiple sources.

The same infrastructure can integrate with other Smart Archive solutions, including other on-premise solutions, hosted cloud solutions, or hybrid configurations.

### 7.3 Solution configuration

The Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery solution delivers a highly scalable, secure, high performance infrastructure (the IBM Information Archive device) with the flexibility to meet multiple requirements in a single solution. This is a purpose built, universal, scalable, and secure storage repository for all content (structured and unstructured) with up to 608 TB of disk capacity.

System X server 1 uses the following configuration:

- **IBM software**
  - IBM Content Collector for Email
  - IBM Content Collector for File Systems
  - IBM eDiscovery Manager
  - IBM Content Manager

- **Base system configuration**
  - Operating system: Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise Edition 64 bit fully updated
  - Static IP address assigned (preferably)
Hard disk is partitioned with:
- C for OS and software stack
- D for disk image and temp files
- E for DB2 databases

Hardware
- System X 3650 M3
- 48 GB RAM
- 3.4 TB HDD

System X server 2 uses the following configuration:

IBM software: IBM eDiscovery Analyzer

Base system configuration
- Operating system: Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise Edition 64 bit fully updated
- Static IP address assigned (preferred)
- Hard disk is only partitioned with C: drive for operating system and software stack

Hardware
- System X 3650 M3
- 16 GB RAM
- 135 GB HDD
Inside the IBM Information Archive device, Figure 7-3 shows the hardware, software, and security set up.

Figure 7-3 Inside the IBM Information Archive device

### 7.4 Use cases

This section describes two ideal scenarios for using Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery solutions.

#### 7.4.1 Use case 1: Mailbox archiving, file archiving, and eDiscovery for compliance

A company has a requirement to capture and store all incoming and outgoing e-mail messages and to gain control over file system content for compliance purposes. The company experiences surmounting storage requirements and shortened response deadlines for information inquiries, especially in regulated and heavily litigated industries.
Authorized users have the requirement to perform both simple and sophisticated searches. Comprehensive archiving capabilities (while keeping the very same user experience) and fundamental eDiscovery capabilities, such as litigation hold, early case assessment, culling, and analytics.

If the company meets the following criteria, the company can use the preinstalled, preconfigured, flexible, secure archiving and eDiscovery offering for a practical quick start and be assured that it has a flexible strategic growth path:

- A short archiving and eDiscovery project implementation time window
- Not enough expertise and experienced personnel in-house
- Not enough time to deal with complexities of pulling together the required hardware, software and services for the solution

### 7.4.2 Use case 2: Archiving for storage and business optimization

A company has identified soaring storage costs and the associated management issues (that is, time and cost of backups), which come with increasing volumes. The company has a requirement to offload seldom accessed but important information, typically older information, from the production e-mail servers and file systems to an online archive repository. The company requirement is that content meeting a particular profile is automatically captured, deduplicated and archived. Users must have the capability to search for and retrieve their own content; authorized users have the ability to search for and retrieve content across mailboxes.

If the company meets the following criteria, the company can use the preinstalled, preconfigured, flexible, secure archiving and eDiscovery offering for a practical quick start and be assured that it has a flexible strategic growth path:

- A short archiving and eDiscovery project implementation time window
- Not enough expertise and experienced personnel in-house
- Not enough time to deal with complexities of pulling together the required hardware, software and services for the solution

### 7.5 Summary

This chapter provided an overview of IBM Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery, the preinstalled and preconfigured solution that provides an end-to-end archive and eDiscovery solution from a single vendor that can be deployed in days. The solution offers flexibility for companies to choose any of the delivery methods—on-premise, preconfigured, or cloud—to match their...
investment and time to market, based on a unified software code base. It supports the IBM Smart Archive strategy and creates a growth path to manage the life span of structured and unstructured information from creation to disposition. In addition, Information Archive for Email, Files, and eDiscovery offers a long-term solution and the reassurance of vendor viability for companies that are facing archiving and eDiscovery challenges,
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